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CHAPTER I 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Need f~r the Study 
This portion of the paper will develop the need for this study under 
the following topics: (1) the need te understand the characteristics 
of the foreign stude1,t population studying in the United States; (2) the 
need for counsellng information; and (3) the need to have more informa-
tion about how the length of time in the United States affects the kinds 
of problems foreign students experience while studying in the United 
States. 
There are now more than eighty.five thousand students studying in 
the United States. They are broadly scattered among the two thousand 
uni~ersltles and colleges; however, there are more than one-half of the 
foreign student population in the United States studying at only forty. 
s·even colleges and uni versitles, and each of these enrolls more than 
four hundred foreign stude11.ts (Open Doors 25, 1966). 
Oklahoma State University is among the forty-seven colleges and 
universities that enroll more than four hundred foreign students. The 
foreign students, from on~ hundred fifty .. eight different countries, are 
classified in the following way: Undergraduate students comprise 46 per 
cent of the total tr. s. foreign student population, graduate students 
make up 44 per cent of the population, 78 per cent of the student 
1 
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population are males, and only 22 per cent are females. It is inter-
esting to note that the average length of stay ln the United States for 
the foreign student ls increasing. The latest information on this matter 
indicates that about 23 per cent of the students stay less than one 
year, 30 per cent stay one or more years, 18 per cent stay two or more 
years, and a rather large group (29 per cent) stay more than three years 
in the United States. Two-thirds of the foreign student population 
choose majors in one of three areas. With regard to majors one finds 
that 22 per cent of the studex,t:s choose engineering,· 20 per:\oent Qf::the 
students choose humanities, and18 per cent of tht;i students choose 
schmoes as their field of study ln the United States. As of 1966, 63 
per cent of the forel gn students are sponsored in their studies in the 
United States, and 37 per cent of t:he students are self .. supporting; 
this ls a great r:tse' in the c:Urectlon of sponsored students over the 
past years. lastly, it ls well to note that by 1970 lt is estimated 
that three .. quarte'rs of all foreign students studying in the Uni t::ed 
States wi 11 be from Asia (Open Doors 25, 1966). 
In short, what this means is that the tn,ical foreign student does 
not exist. No longer ls the foreign student the cultivated youth from 
the wealthy Western European family who comes on his own flnancial 
resources for his own special purposes. Increasingly, the foreign. 
student wi 11 be from relatl vely underdeveloped areas, and he wi 11 come 
on resources other than, or in addition to, those of his own family and 
will be seen as a student fulfilling the objectives of whoever or what-
ever provides those resources: the United States college or university, 
his own gove:r:runent, the United States gover1une:mt, private agencies, or 
a combination (Open Doors 25, 1966). · 
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It ls the writer• s feeling that the American lnstl tut ions of high4 ·: 
er learning will }lave to employ greater variety, imagination, and 
flexibility in dealing with foreig1"l. students. The needs and problems 
of a sophisticated graduate student ~rom India in the field of physics 
are different: from those of a freshman from China who ~rely speaks 
English. The needs of foreign students vary from devising appropriate 
curricula to providing adequate help in finding housing. Therefore, 
it beco~es quite important that the needs and problems of foreign 
students be known and understood by the university in which they study. 
current research indicates that the foreign student studying in 
the United States experiences a variety of personal problems with which 
he must learn to cope. These problems group themselves into academic 
problems, social problems, language problems, health problems, cultural 
problems, and housing problems (Sellitz and Christ, 1963; Ho, 1966; 
Cleslar, 195.5; MoConn, 1964; Morgan, 1964; Daws, 1962; Beals and 
Humphrey, 1957,; Scott, 1956; Forstat, 1951; Porter, 1962; Hadwen, 1964; 
:Lambert and Bressler, 19,6). 
Although a great de'1!1 ls l<nowri about the kinds of problems the 
foreign student experiences while studying in the United States, little 
attention ls given to the kinds of l?roblems the foreign student experi-
ences in the various periods of his sojourn in the United States. For 
example, the foreign student counselor may find lt helpful to have infor .... 
matlon co1i:cernlng the kinds of problems the new student faces that are 
different:f:l:'om the kinds of problems the experienced student encounters. 
The foreign student adviser or counselor could use such information to 
plan various person1i:el programs to meet the needs of new students as 
well as those of experienced students. This study attempts to provide 
4 
more information about the kinds of' problems the foreign student 
experiences at various stages of his .s·tay in the United States so that 
more personalized personnel programs can be developed to meet :the needs 
of the student regardless of his length of stay in the United States. 
Several research studies suggest that the foreign student experi-
ences personal problems in a U-curve fashion. The U-ourve theory 
suggests that when the foreign student population ls divided into three 
broad time groupings of one to ten months, eleven to·twenty-one months, 
and tw·enty.two or more, the newer student will have fewer problems· than 
the middle group and the third group id 11 have about the same number of 
problems as the first group. So when this is plotted on a graph rank-
ing number of problems in an increasing order, it wi 11 look Ulte a u. 
(Sewell and Davidsen, 1961; Lysgaard, 1954; Morri, 1960; Porter, 1965; 
Wilkening, 1965; Hadwen, 1964). However, the writer, after t·wo years 
of experience in counse~ing foreign students, did not observe this as 
.I·. 
being a common trend. The writer's counseling case load was much more----·~····· 
hea vl ly loaded with the new students than with the more expert enced 
students. In support of the writer's experience are several pieces of 
research that suggest that problems of foreigit students do 11.ot gradu ... 
ally increase as they stay longer, hl ttlng a peak of problems betlfeen 
eleven and twenty.one mo~ths and then as,ain gradually reducing until 
once asdn problen1s are at a low after about two years plus in the 
United States (Hadwen, 1964; Gezi, 1965; Zajonc, 1952; Wilkening, 1956; 
SelUtz and Christ, 1963). 
'I'hls study will lnvesti gate the concept that: foreign students• 
problems increase over a period of time until a certain point and then 
begin to decrease. lnfor1nation Of this nature will enable the counselor 
to better understand where to invest his time, and thus to more 
adequately meet the needs of the foreign student. 
Statement of the Problem 
The problem to be investigated concerns itself with the study of 
foreign students• problems over periods of time. The length of stay 
in the United States has been di vlded into three time periods, which 
are: (1) one to ten months; (2) eleven to twenty.one months; and (l) 
twenty.two months plus. These time periods closely represent a large 
body of research that fuggests foreign students do indeed ''o through 
three distinct time periods while studying in the United States 
5 
(Sewell and Davidsen, 1961; Dubois, 1956; Lysgaard, 19.54; Morris, 1960; 
Hadwin, 196t~; Long, 1955). 
In the rnain, the study is an investigation of how problems of 
foreign students in Group I (1-10 mo.) differ from or are like the 
problems of foreign student~ in Group II (11 .. 21 mo.) and of Group III 
22 mo. plus). Groups, II and IXI will be studied in a lUce manner. 
Graduate student$ will be analyzed separately, 'l'.dth respect to Groups 
I, II, and III, f1·om undergraduate stude11.ts. There wi 11 also be a 
comparison of the prqblems of graduate students with the problems of 
undergradu~te students. 
The following paragraphs present a brief discussion of the concept 
of hoW foreign students• attl tudes change over a period of time, and 
attempt: to show a relationship between studies of attitude and student 
problems. Numerous pieces of research have suggested that the foreign 
student in the United States goes through three critical periods in 
his stay here, and these periods consti:tute what ::.1:s .~~mmonly ,lalown as 
6 
the u.curve (Dubols, 19S6t. The flrst time period is the period of 
time from one to ten months, and in this time period the foreign stu. 
dent reacts much as do-s a tourist. Although a steady attitude change 
is occurring, it ls ln this period that he flnds almost everything 
interesting, new, an~ wonderful. It ls also 1~ this tlme period that 
he finds many favorable things to say conce~ning the Un.ited s,ates and 
" its pe~ple. ln the eleven t0, twenty.one month tlme period, the foreign 
student has had a definite change in attitude toward the Un.ited States, 
! 
for it is in this period that he becomes highly critical of this 
country. There have been many reasons advanced to explain this change 
in attitude •. Probably the most widely accepted reason concerns an 
explanation in terms of the foreign student coming to grips with the 
·real problem of adjusting to a new environment and having to cope with 
the problems of this new environment (Dubois, 1956). One also finds in 
this eleven to twenty.one month period that he begins to lose some 
identity with his own country, and it may be that in order to protect 
himself against absorption into the American culture, he must find 
fault with it and strike out a.galnst it (Dubois, 1956). These views 
tend to be highly speculative and a great deal of ~rd data is not 
available to substantiate them, but they are put forth in much of the 
research as characteristic of these various phases. The last phase is 
the pre.departure phase, which constitutes the twenty.two.month-or-
more period; and it is during this phase that the foreign student again 
assumes a more favorable attitude toward the United States. He may 
) . 
never quite recapture the · same en.thusiasm that he had when he first 
arrived, though one will note that his criticisms are fewer and not 
quite as harsh as before (Dubois, 1956; Coelho, 1958; Sewell and 
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Davidsen, 1961; Morris, 1960), 
It is the basic assumption of this study that all foreign students 
go through three distinct t'ime phases wl th regard to adjustment to the 
' United States, There are a number of research studies to support this 
contentio1i.; however, since they are all reported in more detail in the 
review of the literature, the details of these studies will not be 
discussed at this time. Nevertheless, it would be appropriate to Ust 
and mention the kinds of students that the researchers used in their 
studies, Dubois (1956) used all nationalities in her study, and she 
found that the students definitely went through four distinct phases 
with regard to attitude change toward the United States, Coelho (1958) 
made a study of Indian students who were studying in the United States 
and found.that they went through a u .. curve type adjustment. Beals 
(1957) studied Mexican students and found that they, too, went through 
three distinct phases with reg!fU"d to attitud,e change toward the United 
Stites. Scott (1956) studied Swedish students and found that they went 
through a u .. curve; Sewell and Davidsen (1961) studied Scandinavian 
students and found that they went through a U-curve; Lysgaard (1954) 
studied Norwegian students and found that they went through three 
distinct time periods with regard to attitude change. Sellitz studied 
all nationalities and found that they went through a U-curve type ad-
justment, Morris (1960) used all nationalities in his study and found 
that they went through three distinct time periods with regard to 
attitude change toward the United States. 
Some research, mostly aligned with the study at hand, was done by 
Sewell and Davidsen (1961), Lysgaard (1954), Morris (1960), Port~r 
(1965), and Hadwin (1964), which suggests that not only do the foreign 
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student's attitudes toward the United States change over a period of 
time, but that also personal problems progress in a o.curve type fashion 
over this same period of time. That is to say, their research suggests 
ln general that in Time Phase 1 the students will have fewer problems 
than in Time l'l'lase 2, in wl'ii:ch they will have more problems, and that 
in Time Phase 3 trheywi:U. once again have fewer problems. So this study 
will add information to this concept of problem change over time. This 
study will elicit, for example, information to determine if there is any 
sign.ifieant difference between groups with respect to numbers, kinds, 
and severity of problems. 
Limitations of Study 
This paper will have the following limitations: 
The study deals only with unmarried males who are gr.ouped into 
graduate and undergraduate categories, and this grouping provides only 
for a gross type age grouping. The population deals with only those 
students that are enrolled in Oklahoma State University; therefore, to 
generalize to other colleges would be inappropriate. 
The instrument used ls a rather new instrument (Porter, 1965) and 
as yet its reliability and validity have not been fully established. 
'· In addition, the lnit~ument ls somethat insensitive to the intensity of 
\,;-. 
the problems of the individual in that it can determine only if one has 
a severe or non.severe problem. It ls at present not usable as a pre~ 
dictor of future behavior; however, older, mol;'e reliable tests do not 
exist in regard to determining proble~ of foreign students (Buros, 
1965). 
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Clarification of Terms 
1. Problems. Refers to problems of foreign students that are commonly 
associated with housing, social, food, academic, and recreational 
problems. 
2. Severe Problems - Likewise refers to problems commonly associated 
with housing, social, food, academic, and recreational problems; 
however, t~e term indicates a deeper or more severe concern in 
these areas. 
3. Attitude Toward USA • Refers to a belief held about the United 
States not necessarily supported by facts. 
4. Graduat~ 9.roup. Consists of students that have progressed beyond 
the B,A. or B.s. Degree, and includes special students waiting to 
get into graduate school. 
s. Undergraduate Group. Consists of students who have not as yet 
attained a B.A. or B.s. Degree, and also consists of students from 
the two .. year Technical Institute. 
6. Problem categories - There are eleve1'l. problem categories that; wi 11 
be investigated: 
a. Admission.Selection Problems 
b. Orientation Service. Problems 
c. Academic Record Problems 
d. Social-Personal Problems 
e. Living.Dining Problems 
f. Health Service Problems 
g. -Religious Service Probiems 
h. English Language Problems 
i. Student Activities Problems 
j. Financial Aid Problems 
k. Placement Service Problems 
7. U-CUrve - A term used to convey the concept that foreign students• 
attitude toward the United States moves from an initial good to 
·a poor and then back to a good attitude over a sufficient time 
period. 
s. Tlme Periods. This re~ers to time period groupings which are 
arbitrarUy chosen on a ten.month tlme schedule, with the excep. 
tlon of the last time group, which extends beyond a ten-month 
period. Thls time grouping is based primarily upon similar time 
period groupings used in other research studies concerning the 
Hypotheses 
1. With regard to numbers of non.severe problems, there will be no 
slgnlficant incre4se in the number of non.severe problems experi-
enced by undergraduate or graduate students over the three time 
periods (i.e., Group I, 1.10 mo.; <;;roup n, 11 .. 21 mo.; Group III., 
22 mo. plus). 
a. Group I (1-10 mo.) will not be significantly different from 
Group II (11-21 mo.) with regard tp the number of non-severe 
problems experienced, 
b. Group III (22 mo. plus) will not be significantly different 
from Group I (1.10 mo,) with regard to the number of non. 
severe problems experienced. 
c. Group III (22 mo. plus) will not be significantly different 
from Group II (11-21 mo.) with regard to the number of non. 
sever~ problems experienced. · 
2. With regard to severe problems, there will be no significant 
increase in the number of severe problems experienced by under-
graduate or graduate students over the various time groupings 
(i.e,, Group I. 1.10 mo.; Group II, 11-21 mo.; Group III, 22 mo. 
plus). 
a. Group I (1-10 mo.) will not be significantly different from, 
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Group II (11-21 mo.) with regard to the number of severe prob. 
lems experienced. 
b. Group III (22 mo, plus) will not be significantly different 
from Group I (1.10 mo,) with regard to the number of severe 
problems experienced. 
c. Group III (22 mo, plus) will not be significantly different 
from Group II (11-21 mo.) with regard to the number of severe 
problems experienced. 
3, There will be no significant difference in category groupings o,f 
problems between the time groupings for graduate students regard-
ing either the eleven non-severe problem categories or the eleven 
severe problem categories. 
a. The problem category groupings in graduate Group I will not 
differ significantly from the problem category grouping of 
graduate Group II. 
b. The problem category groupings for graduate Group III will not 
differ significantly from the problem category grouping of 
graduate Group I. 
c. The problem category groupings for graduate Group III will not 
differ significantly from the problem category grouping of 
graduate Group II. 
4. There will be no significant difference in category groupings of 
problems between the time groupings for undergraduate students with 
regard to either the eleven non.severe problem categories or the 
eleven severe categories. 
a. The problem category groupings in undergraduate Group I will 
not differ significantly from the problem category groupings 
of undergraduate Group II. 
b. The problem category groupings for undergraduate Group III 
will not differ significantly from the pr:oblem category group. 
lngs of undergraduate Group I. 
c. The problem category groupings for undergraduate Group III will 
not differ significantly from the problem category groupings 
of Group II. · 
s. There will be no signlfica~t· difference found between undergraduate 
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and graduate students in the number of problems checked in either 
the non-severe problem or severe problem categories. 
a. No difference between undergraduate Group I and graduate 
Group I. 
b. No difference between undergraduate Group II and graduate 
Group II. 
c. No difference between undergraduate Group I II and graduate 
Group III. 
6. There wlll be no significant difference ln category groupings'of 
problems between the graduate groups and the undergraduate groups 
with regard to either the non-severe problem category groupings or 
the severe category groupings. 
a. The problem category groupings ln graduate Group I will not 
differ slgnlficantly from the problem category groupings of 
undergraduate Group I. 
b. The problem category groupings in graduate Group II will not 
differ significantly from the problem category groupings of 
undergraduate Group II. 
c. The problem category groupings in graduate Group III wl 11 not 
differ significantly from the problem category groupings of 
undergraduate Group III. 
7. With regard to all students (graduate and undersraduate) ·there will 
be no significant correlation between the total number of non.severe 
problems checked and the total number of severe problems checked. 
CHAPTER II 
A SELECTED REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction 
Thls chapter ls a selected review of the literature that deals 
with forelgnstuden:ts in general and the problem under study specifl-
cally. The literature ls reviewed under the following topics: 
Problems of Foreign Students, General Background and Nature of the 
Foreign Student, and Differential Effects of Time on Foreign Student 
Behavior and Attitudes. 
It is the opinion of the writer that to deal adequately in this 
area, one should have a b•sic understanding of the kinds of problems 
that are common to foreign students studying in the United States. 
Further, one needs to understand, in general, about who the foreign 
student ls, and what his background an4 his na~ure are like. lastly, 
the attentlon of the reader is drawn to the fact that I!lUCh of the cur-
rent foreign student literature ls related to the foreign student's 
length of stay in the United States. It is felt by some researchers 
that the variable of time ls significantly related to many aspects of 
the foreign student's sojourn in the United States. 
L1 terat:ure Related to Problems 
of Foreign Students 
The study by Porter (1962) is perhaps the most significant of the 
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studies reviewed, ln view of the fact that lIUlch of the present study 
relates directly to Porter's work. Porter developed the invento~y 
that ls being used in this present study to determine the kinds of 
problems that foreign students experience. 
Porter attempted to determine the following; 
I 
I,+ the problems of foreign students which aJ;'e reported in 
the literature could be generalized to the problems of 
foreign students in Michigan State University, and deter-
mining if1 the problems of tl;'lese students vary among certain 
classifications of foreign students. 
This study called for the development of an instrument that 
would successfully distinguish foreign student problems from American 
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student problems. The theoretical basis for this test ls that fQreign 
student:: problems can be categorized under twelve student personnel 
s@lrvlce programs. These problems are as follows: (1) Selection and 
Administration; (2) Orientation; (3) Living and Dining; (4) Student 
Aid; (S) Health Services; (6) Religious Services; (7) Student 
Activities; (8) Student Conduct; (9) Remedial Services; (10) Academic 
Records; (11) Placement Services; and (12) Counseling Services. 
Much of Porter's study was given over to the establishment of 
useful validity and reliability for this inventory. However, in 
addition to establishing the validity and reliability of the inst~-
ment, he found also that there exis~ed a significant difference in 
the number of problems checked by undergraduate students as compared 
to the number of problems checked by graduate students. Undergraduate 
students checked more problems than graduate students, and under. 
graduate students• concerns were primarily in the "Academic Records" 
area. 
He found no significant difference in scores of students twenty-
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six or older from .scores of students twenty.five' or younger. He found 
that for students twenty.five or younger the primary area of concern 
was in Living and Dining. For the older students, the greatest 
expressed concern was in the area of English Language. 
He found that for the total group the mean number of problems 
checked was 15.06. As for categories, it was his finding that the 
category of English I.angua~~ caused the most concern, and the area of 
Academic Records caused the most ser,ious concern. It was also Porter's 
finding that students who speak the English language as their first 
language checked significantly fewer problems than the students who 
speak the English language as a second language. 
Porter found a high correlation (.78) between the number of severe 
problems checked and the number of non-severe problems checked. An 
even higher correlation (.84) was found between severe problems and 
non-severe problems with respect to category divisions. 
Lastly; it was his finding that there was no significant differ-
ence between the number of problems that married students checked 
versus the number of problems that single students checked. 
Wilkening (1965) did a study that concerned itself with the 
adjustment of foreign students studying extension education at several 
selected land grant institutions. 
The stated purpose of this study was to determine the appropri-
ateness of programs available in Agriculture Extension for foreign 
students. The w:riter also attempted to identify personal and academic 
adjustment problems encountered by these students. Eighty foreign 
graduate students studying in this field at Michigan State University, 
Utiiversity of Missouri, University of Wisconsin, Kansas State Univer-
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sity, and Cornell University were used in this study. His method of 
collecting the data consisted of a questi~nnaire and an interview with 
these students, This sample consisted of seventy.two men and eight 
women. 
One finding especially relevant to the study at hand ls concerned 
with personal adjustment and certain other variables, He found a high 
degree of association between the respondents• personal adjustment 
scores and (1) length of time in the u.s.; (2) contact with Americans 
prior to coming to the u.s.; (3) satisfaction with preparation for 
study experience; (4) satisfaction with housing; and (5) attitude 
toward the extension study programs. 
He found that home~lckness was a problem for three.fourths of 
these students when they first arrived ln the United States, Appar-
ently the student's having a wife and family with him does not affect 
his adjustment for the better nor does lt prevent homesickness. 
It was Wilkenlng•s finding that difficulty with the educational 
system was the major problem for the foreign student in extension 
classes, as compared to the language problem for foreign students' in--
o~her departments. 
HUl (1966) completed a study that concerned itself with iden. , 
tifying problems of students from Indonesia, Thailand, Pakistan, and 
India. A secondary purpose was to determine if any of their problems 
were specific to either sex. In this study, he analyzed these 
student.s with respect to six problem areas, which were as follows: 
(1) Academic; (2) Financial; (3) Housing; (4) Religion; (5) Personal; 
and (6) Social. 
In general, Hill concluded that these students had trouble with 
the financial and academic categorh1st a11.d indicated that they had 
some trouble with housing; but they had no trouble wl th religion and 
very little trouble with the social category. 
Language was reported as the most troublesome of the problems, 
and 11 • .5% of the students listed 1 t as such. The next most trouble-
some l!area was in making American friends, and 5 .1% of the students 
listed it as troublesome. 
In concludhtg his study, Hill indicated that the areas in which 
the Indonesian, Thai, Indian, and Pakistani students experienced the 
most difficulties were in the academic (20%+), personal (20%·t-), and 
financial (20%+) areas; academic problems were the greatest. In all 
other areas less than twenty per cent indicated problems.· 
'the academic problems were due because «;>fa lack of proficiency 
with the English language. To a lesser extent, those with problems 
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of this type had difficulty adjusting to American educational methods. 
Women had more academic trouble thEin men. In general, the Thai students 
expert enced the most problems, a1'td their greatest concern was with the 
English language. The other nationalities did not have marked differ-
ences with respect to the problem area. That is to say, Hill could 
11ot determine from the results of his study that any one group had 
problems that were unique to that one group and different from all 
other groups. 
In a study of the early stages of foreign student adjustment, 
Hadwen (1964) studied fifty.six students from a participant-observer 
viewpoint, using primarily the interview technique as the source of 
data collection. 
It was his conclusion that the English language is the number one 
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problem, and writing Etiglish was seen as being very difficult. These 
fifty.six students, of all nationalities, tended to over-evaluate their 
English ability in the beginning of their sojourn in the United States. 
He found that some of the more serious problems centered around 
private social matters in dating, finding American friends, being 
lonely, and experiencing homesickness, although ranking high was the 
problem of a lack of recreational time away from their studies. 
Problem areas of most concern by rank are as follows: (1) the 
physical envirorunent (climate and housing); (2) private social en-
vironment (dating and making friends); and (3) public social environ-
ment (recreation and conununication). 
In a study of the problems that Sw·edish students face while. 
studying in the United States, Scott (1956) stated that Swedish stu. 
dents do not come to the United States primarily to learn something 
that they could not learn at home, but that their reasons tended to be 
quite personal. 
One of the problems they faced here was in the lack of freedom to 
take whatever course they felt was needed. They also did not like the 
paternalism of the u.s. educational system. 
Forstat (1951) undertook the study of adjustment problems of one 
hundred eighty.two international students from six geographical areas 
who were studying at Purdue University, The sample constituted a 
90 per cent return from a non-randomized population. 
The purpose of the study was to determine the specific areas in 
which foreign students encounter difficulties. She also investigated 
whether or not a correlation existed between length of stay in the 
United States and the number of problems the students encountered. 
This particular item wlll be dealt with under another topic to be 
discussed later. 
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To obtain her data, Forstat used a revised version of :the:qµestlon-
naire prepared by Petersen and Neumeyer. 
t~oblem areas receiving the highest scores were dating, finances, 
English language, housing, academic systems, and food. 
She also found that the mean scores for graduate students and 
undergraduate students with regard to numbers of problems ~iffered 
significantly at the .01 level. 
With regard to country of origin and problems, she found that for 
China, Venezuela, and Turkey, in eight of the ten top problems there 
were significant differences between these groups; but she did not 
find a significant difference for students from Norway, India, or 
·Canada. 
Petersen and Neumeyer (1948) studied the problems of foreign 
students. The data for this study was obtained from a questionnaire 
malled to three hundred eighty.five foreign students attending several 
different tallfornia colleges and universities. They received a return 
of one hundred forty.one, 1rhich ls thirty .. seven per cent of the total. 
The questionnaire consisted of background questions, a checklist of 
twenty.eight problems, and a series of questions designed to discover 
the reaction of students to their experiences. 
The results indicated that the ~roblems of first magnitude con-
cerned themselves with living problems and lack of adequate,counseling 
in this area. The second area of concern was with financing their 
education, and also rating high on the list were problems with housing. 
Beals and Humphrey (1957) studied a corps of ten Mexican students 
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at the Un:l verslty of California at Los Angeles ln 1952 and 1953. 'rhey 
also supplemented their study with a non.random sample of forty-two 
other Mexican stu~ents from other colleges and universities in the 
United States. The purpose of the study was to investigate students' 
attitudes toward selected aspects of American life and culture. 
They found that the greatest initial adjustment problem of these 
students was linguistic. Most: of the students under study stated 
that they had undergone unpleasant or inconvenient experiences early 
in their visit to th~ United States. 
The Mexican students felt that their greatest area of difficulty 
was wl th the opposite sex, especially with respect to dating patterns 
and casual affeotional responses. 
Tanenhaus and Roth (1962) conducted a s~rvey of foreign students 
at New Yorlc University. In general, a portion of the survey reported 
in the:lr article concerned academic problems, perso11al problems, and 
non-student roles. 
They found that the foreign student was happy with hls subjects 
and his studies and felt th.at to get an American college degree was 
of paramount importance. 
With regard to personal problems, most foreign students expressed 
the feel:lns that their greatest problems centered around financial 
matters. They felt that they did not have proper information about 
the real situation in the United States concerning the cost of living. 
They suggested that the University bear the responsibility of more of 
their support, and they felt th.at a short-term loan fund would be 
helpful. Most of the students expressed the desire to have more 
social contacts wlth Americans. 
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Lastly, the greatest majority of the foreign students felt that 
they were unofficial ambassadors of their respective country and that 
it was their duty to tell the Americans about their country. 
~rofessor Cook (1964) wrote_of his experiences as a 11\llbright 
Scholar teaching in an Indian university. His primary purpose in 
writing this article was to inform other professional persons in 
education about some of the problems Indian students would be likely 
to encounter while studying ln the United States. 
He discussed the differences ln'.the Indian and the American 
education systems with regard to examinations, pace of work, home-
work, professor-student interaction, classroom discussion, research, 
and contact with the opposite sex. 
Cook suggested three areas in which foreign student advisers, 
adminlstrational officers, and deans could help Indian students 
studying in the United States. These areas were listed as follows: 
(1) Admission and evaluation of credentials were important. It 
was very important for the Indian student to be very well acquainted 
with the English language before coming to the United States. He 
suggested to admission officers that the evaluation standards must 
vary according to the adequacy of the Indian education in any par-
ticular area of India. 
He stressed the idea that the officials of the university need to 
' help the Indian student with American English and to help him under-
stand how to take objective examinations. 
(3) Throughout the Indian student's stay in the United States, 
he would need guidance and advice. He needs to be understood and, 
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at times, needs to be helped to adjust to new situations. 
'lii an~artlc·t':EI by Sasnett (1962), a report; was made on a ten-
thousand-mile trip to visit other colleges· and universities, in 
orde.r to talk to them about foreign student problems. 
the author found that most campuses had certain conunon institu. 
tlonal problems; such as admissions, pre-arrival health forms, evalu-
ation of credentials, and financial aid for foreign students. In 
addition to these problems, Sasnett noted that students had diffi-
culty in these areas: 
(a) Finding suitable housing; 
(b) lack of proper diet; 
(c) lack of social contact with Americans; 
(d) Impersonal relationship with professors (on a large 
campus); 
(e) Foreign students finding adequate food; 
(f) Lack of pre.arrival information about campus life 
and p~ocedures; and, 
(g) Academic adjustment. 
In a study by SelU tz and Chrl st (1963), it was found that Asian \ 
students reported a higher incidence of problems in adjustment than 
~ropeans. Problem areas included language, problems with academic 
work, diet, and homesickness. 
General Background and Nature of 
the Foreign Student 
Sellitz and Christ (1963) ut~lized a sample of three hundred 
forty.eight foreign students in thirty.five colleges and universities 
to make a study of foreign students• associations with members of the 
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host country, beliefs and feelings about the host culture, and ad-
justment to academic and no1,-academic situations in the host country. 
They found that interaction with Americans was significantly 
aided by the nationality of the foreign student, the interaction 
porential of a particular living arrangement, and the interaction 
potential of other arrangements. It was their finding that there was 
more foreign student-American student contact ln,small colleges and 
universities and less of this type of contact in large universities. 
And there was scant contact in the metropolitan university., They 
also found that differences in colle~e communities led to differences 
in foreign student interaction with American students. This study 
indicated that Europeans were more likely to be found in high inter-
action potential situations than were non-European students, and those 
students who interacted more favorably with Americans generally were 
more favorable toward the United States than those students who did 
not have interpersonal contact with American students. 
In a study by Shattuck (1964), it was determined that there was 
a negative relationship between adaptation to the u.s. culture and 
perceived national status loss. That is, if the foreign student 
felt that Americans held his c~untry in low esteem he did not adapt 
well, 
He also found that there was a posit;ive relationship between 
adaptatioi,. to the u.s. culture a.ztd interaction with professors and 
graduate students, i.e., the more interaction with professors and 
graduate stude1,ts, the better the foreign student adapted to the o.s. 
culture. 
Foreign studEmts from the more highly developed nations appeared 
to be more sensitive to the evaluation of Americans than were their 
less affluent neighbors. 
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The more the foreign student understood the expectations that the 
host country held for hlm, '.:~he less defensive he was about his own 
country. 
In a study by Morris (1960), entitled ''The Two Way Mirror", he 
.reported on a study conducted at the University· of California in L9s 
Angeles. This study consisted of three hundred sixty.four foreign 
students, which represented 87 per cent of the forelgn student popu. 
lation at u.c.L.A. He used the interview method to obtain his data. 
; Morris related various kinds of status factors to indices of 
adjustment 1 with the major emphasis being placed on the independent 
variable of national status. It was his finding that those students 
that perceived a loss in national status were less favorable in thelr 
evaluation of the Unlted States. Several groups were found to be more 
favorable to the United States. They were the following: (1) those 
who were in the United States for the first time; (2) those whose 
appearance was more foreign; (3) those who perceived little differ-
ence ln the status of their own country and that of the United 
States; and (4) those who experienced no language difficulty. 
Subjective national status was negatively correlated with the 
favorableness of attitude toward the Un~ted States. That ls, students 
who rated their own country low tended to be more favorable to the 
United States. Those students who perceived a loss of status tended 
to be unfavorable to the United States. 
A study of dietary patterns of foreign students was conducted by 
Ho (1966). This article was a condensation of Miss Ho's Ph.D. 
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dissertation, and it reported on dietary problems of one hundred 
twenty Oriental sul;)jects. By and large, her subjects came primarily 
from India, China, Japan, and Korea. 
Her primary objective was to measure th~ dietary changes from 
home to the host couritry and to evaluate factors involved in dietary 
change. The adaptation scale ranged from O (no adaptation to American 
food) to 4 (much adaptation to American food). 
ln general, adaptation was related only to amount of money spent 
on food &tnd nationality of the four major groups. Adaptation scores 
were greater for students spending more than $10 per weel< for food. 
Some of the factors were positively related to the adaptation of the 
nationality group, such asi (1) age; (2) length of residence; (3) 
participation in extracurricular activities; (4) difficulty with 
spol<en E:ngU.sh; (5) eatirig at home rather than out; and (6) previous 
cooking experience. 
An interesting study by Sewell and Davidsen (1961) involved 
forty Scandinavian students who were studying at the University of 
Wisconsin in 1952-53. In the $tudy, the authors isolated more than 
two hundred va,rlables 'believed to be important to the Scandinavian 
students• adjustment. The following ~~re found to be especially 
significant to their adjustment to the United States; (1) background 
charelcteristics; (2) Uberal-conservative orientations; (3) plan for 
study; (4) preconceptions and expectations; (5) arrival experiences; 
(6) sub-~ultural experiences; and (7) attitude toward the American 
culture. 
An index of effect was developed to determine the extent to 
which a student was working out a harmonious adjustment to life and 
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culture here. From this, they determined the student's attitude 
toward the United States. The authors were able to classify and type 
the students in the following manner: 
(1) Detached Observers - Those with no desire to become 
emotionally involved in life in the u.s. culture. 
(2) The Promoters • Those ~mo attempted to sell their home 
country to Americans; that :ls, to convince Americans that 
Scand:lnav:la :ls a really great area. 
(3) The Enthusiastic Participants. Those who sought to 
gain the most out of their visit because it was to be so brief. 
(4) The Settlers • Those who saw their v:lsi t as an oppor. 
tunity to settle in a new land. They were alienated from their 
home culture. 
A panel discussion (Panel Discussion, 1963) devoted to the 
discussio1i of the topic of npost Admission Adjustment Problems of 
Foreign Students" was held for college admission offiQers in 1962. 
The panel consisted of Mr. Doriald J. Shank, Miss Marita. Houlihan, 
Mr. Homer Higbee, and Mr. Robert Porter. F.ach panel member made a 
short speech, and the following paragraphs are review·s of their 
speeches. 
Mr. Shank spoke about new directions in foreign student programs. 
He made an appeal to colleges and universities which enroll foreign 
students to develop curricular programs to meet the needs of the 
students. He felt, for example, that students from Nigeria had 
different academic needs than d~d those students from Germany. 
Miss Houlihan wrote about the growing role of the u.s. government 
in foreign student e~ucation. The Federal Government plans to begin 
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or improve programs to counsel and screen prospective students in 
their home countries. It also plans to become active in helping 
foreign students improve their English, in orientating them to the 
United States and the educational system, and in helping them improve 
hospitality to the student while studying in the United States, in 
assisting colleges to devise new curricula to meet the needs of the 
students from particular areas, and in providing increased support 
funds and part.time employment for foreign students. 
Mr. Higbee discussed the academic needs of foreign students and 
some unresolved dilemmas facing American higher education. It was 
hls feeling that colleges and universities should exercise flexi-
bility in designing curricula for foreign students. However, these 
curricula must be based on l<nown facts about the individual student's 
country of origin, educational system, and sources of financial sup-
port. 
Mr. Porter wrote about: the post.admission problems of adjustment 
of foreign stude11ts. $peald11.g from the point of view of a Forei&n 
St!Udent Adviser, he felt that the main problem of the foreign student 
lies in the area of communication, a problem which involves not only 
knowledge of English but also communication of feelings and attitudes. 
The second general problem was that of ac;:ademic adjustment. The 
third gem~ral problem was called ttsoch,.1.personal problems." Another 
area of concern was in the orientation of the foreign student, which 
included not only th~ initial contact but also the pre-departure 
orientation. 
Homer and Zimmerman (1963) wrote an article that was concerned 
with the problems of the first three days of the student's experience 
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in the United States. The authors found that many foreign student~, 
even after a year of study here, complained that they were not coming 
into close contact with American students. It W'AS the authors' feeling 
that the first twenty.four to seventy.two hours in the United State, 
are crucial, in that this period s,ts the stage for future contacts 
ldth Americ;ian students. This article was a report of some o.f:;the-
programs established in the Philadelphia area to help students in 
these areas, 
In an article by Mcconn (1964) one finds a review of the litera. 
ture since 1959 concerning the problems in advising foreign students. 
Mcconn found that the bulk of the literature can be classified under 
eight categories, which are as follows: 
(1) Intemational Educatiori,al Exchange and International 
Relations, 'l'he university•s efforts to educate the foreign student 
' have been found to be quite helpful to the United States• foreign 
policy, However, the university's primary role is to educate and not 
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to participate in foreign policy making, 
(2~ Selection and Admission Policies and Practices, The evalu. 
atlon of the foreign country's academic transcript is difficult at 
best; but with the newly emerging nations coming to the forefront, 
proper evaluation for them becomes almost impossible. It was recommend-
ed that students be selected on their potential to profit from u.s. 
educa~lon. This would necessitate a review board to screen the 
applicants in their home country. 
(3) Orientation and Adjustment, There are three phases of 
orientation to the U,S. college. Phase One ls in the student's 
country, where he should rective basic instruction as to what one 
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should do and expect on the college campus. Phase Two involves 
acquainting the newly arrived student with the school's academic, 
cultural, and social life. Phase Three 1 involves preparing the student 
for departure back to his home country. 
(4) language Proficiency. The main emphasis ,;;ras to predict 
the foreign student's potential to learn English, and not based on 
how much he already knows. This implied that the university will 
teach him English on his arrival. 
(5) Finances. More literature is suggesting that the university 
devote more of its budget to the financh:i.l support: of the foreign 
student, 
(6) · Cu:i::ricular Resources. Colleges should develop a curriculum 
for foreign. students that would help them take their place in the 
affairs of their country, 
(7) Cooperation Among Institutions. 
(8) The Role of the Foreign Student Advher in the National 
Association of Foreign Student .Advisers. More emphasis was being put 
on employing professional persons to coordinate the international 
programs on the college campus. 
Quigley (1965) wrote an article suggesting that the community 
must be eltpected to do more than serve a hot meal to new (oreign 
students, He felt that the university or coll~ge :must draw the 
conununity into the learning process, that th~y could do more than be 
hospitable. He suggested that they be actively d1~.awn in as an 
educational agent, 
Garza (1965) made an appeal for universities to understand the 
foreign student's cultural, social and political 'background, and to 
provide him with an environment in which he could develop his intel~ 
lectual and human capabilities. The university should also help him 
to realize his potential leadership abilities in his own country. 
In a study by Morgan (1964), one hundred forty.six Nigerian 
students were studied with respect to their adjustment to American 
colleges. This was an exploratory and descriptive study based on a 
questioru1alre sent to four hundred Nigerian students. He received 
a return from ~l non-randomized sample of forty.three per cent of his 
population. His sample consisted of one hundred thirty-eight males 
and eight females. 
In his thesis, Morgan discussed the history of Nigeria. and the 
secondary school problems faced by the subjects. Using a Guttman 
Scale, he investigated the stude1i.ts• hierarchy of academic values, 
and he fouu.d that the subjects had a high regard for their Nigerian 
school training, w:l th 11 ttle regard for kno"tm facts of limited edu-
cat!onal facilities in Nigeria. They tended to compare themselves 
favorably wlth .Ainerican and European whites ht this respect. 
ivtdence suggested that the NigE~rian students assimilated much 
of the u.s. culture and, in ft:Lct, identified with the United States. 
The wt:iter attributed much of this tendency to identify with the 
United States to the students• Christian training in missionary 
schools. These missionary schools tend to teach only Wester1i. ideas. 
ln the author's words, Dawes (1962) reported: 
The purposes of this book are to mark the tenth 
anniversary of the u.s. Educational Foundation in India, 
to present a close look at the philosophy and workings of 
its program, and to a.waken an increased k1iowledge and 
interest in what is taking place in India and the United 
States under the Fulbright educational exchange. 
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More specifically, Mr. Dawes recorded the problems that Indian 
Fulbright Scholars experienced while studying in the United States. 
The Indian, coming basically from the British educational system, was 
often perplexed with our system of self .. conta.ined course units, 
course grades, student partlcipat!ion in the classroom, the seminar 
system, objective exams, program selection, and emphasis upon inde-
pendent thlnldng, The Indhm also fou1"1.d our cold climate (northern 
sections) very hard toge~ used to. He was also overwhelmed by the 
speed of American Ufe. To the newcomer, "rush" was the order of the 
day, One aspect of the American culture really bothered the Indian, 
namely, t~t American friendliness did not go much deeper than 
cordiality, He felt that deep friendships were rtot formed, Of deep 
concern to the Indlan student was owr discdmination against Negx·oes 
in restaurants, hotels, busses, and schools. Lastly, the Indian 
stud,nt was usually well impressed with the dignity of labor in the 
United States, 
Differential Effects of Time on Foreign 
Student Behavior and Attitude 
Many of the current studhis no1>1 being done b1.volve the effects 
of time on Vlllrious aspects of the forel gn student• s sojourn in the 
United States, Much of the early literature in this field of study 
has dealt with the differential effects of time on the attitude of 
foreign students. These studies are often called U-eurve studies or 
findings; because it appears that the attitudes of foreign students 
drop from an initial high to a low point and then rise to another 
high point before leaving the United States, and this, when plotted 
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out .on a graph, usually looks slml lar to a "U''• The first portion of 
thls section ls devoted to studies dealing, either in part or in 
entirety, wlth the concept of the u.curve. 
Cora DuBois (1956) probably has given the most widely accepted 
description of the dynamics involved in the various stages or phases 
of the U-curve, Her writings were based on empirical observations 
d~rlved from an intimate knowledge of numerous foreign students. 
Her writings suggested that the foreign student goes through at 
least four distinct changes'in attitude during his s~journ ln the 
United States. She described Phase One as the HSpectator Phase", 
which lasted from one to four months. In thh phase, the foreign 
student was much Uke a tourist, observing all of: the interesting 
things going on around htm. Phase Two was called the "Involvement 
Stage", which lasted from four to nine months. In this phase, the 
foreign student began to interact wlth his environment, and he had to 
b,·aln to adapt and adjust to llfe here. This phase seemed to be the 
beginning of hls problems. He probably found it difficult to cope 
with these new interactions, which brought on frustration, and he 
at this time perhaps also began to fear the loss of his distinct 
nationality. In this interaction period, he feared being absorbed 
into our culture and thus Americanized, so he reacted to this social 
frustration by becoming very critical of the United States. In 
Phase Three, which lasted from nine to eighteen months, one observed 
tha.t he was beginning to come to terms wl th these frustrations and 
gradually was becoming able to work them out. Miss DuBois called this 
phase the "Coming to Terms Phasett. The student theri entered Phase 
Four, which was called the "Pre-departure Phasett, ln which he felt 
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more at ease. It was in this phase that it was noted that his attitude 
had again changed, in that he now found less fault with the United 
States. This entire process has been commonly called the "U-curve." 
Coelho (1958) made a study, the main purpose of which was to 
examine how increasing length of exposure to a foreign educational 
experience affected the foreign student's perception of his host 
culture. Coelho based his conclusions upon standardized interviews 
and essays from sixty Indian students. He found that the Indian 
student's perceptio~. and emotional attitude toward the host country 
occurred in four phases. These phases paralleled the U-shaped curve 
often found in studies of cross-cultural education. In Phase One, 
which lasted about one week, the newly arrived students saw them-
selves as cultural ambassadors and were anxious ~o set the uninformed 
American straight. 'this quickly passed into Phase Two, which lasted 
from three to nine months, where he found he must cope with and adapt 
to a new social environment. It was in this phase that he became 
threatened and began to be quite critical of the United States. 
In Phase Three, which lasted from eighteen to thirty .. six 
months, the student became better acculturated and his perspective 
became broadly national, rather than provincial, in scope. He felt 
free to examine both host country and home country, and with much less 
emotional involvement he was able to look at his situation critically. 
But in Phase Four an unusual thip.g happened. After four years 
a new pattern emerged in which he could be characterized as being .\' 
preoccupied with his own personal problems of adjustment and acceptance 
into the host country, Once again, in self-defense, he began to give 
stereotyped descriptions of social groupings which were not of immedi-
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ate concern to him in his world. His problem was how to avoid au.:. .. 
enation in the host country. 
The divisions of time were based upon empirical observations of 
Indian students and were not meant to be generalized to all groups. 
Coelho pointed out that Japanese students usually required about 
twelve months to work through their problems, and European students 
usually did it in a fraction of that time; thus time groupings were 
not standardized at this point. 
I 
Beals and Humphrey (1957) studied a group of Mexican students 
that came to the United States to study. They stated that it was 
clear that in the beginning the students• attitude toward the United 
States was uncritical. They followed this one group during their 
entire stay here, and they found that the Mexican students did. go 
through easily observable attitude changes. They followed the standard 
pattern of going from a non-critical stage to a highly critical 
stage and then back again to a relatively non-critical stage with 
respect to their attitude toward the United States. 
Scott•s research (1956) indicated that Swedish students go 
through a greatly modified and reduced U-curve. He stated that he 
could clearly see the phases of the curve, but that it took only 
seven months for them to go through it. 
Sewell and ~vidsen (1961) observed in their study of Scandi-
navians t~t they showea the same usual phases of the U-curve with 
respect to attitude toward the United States as they sojourned in 
this co~ntry. Their study also lent support to the assumption of the 
u .. curve concept. 
Morris (1960), in a study of three hundred sixty.four foreign 
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students, found that his data lent some support to the U-curve notion, 
ln that the general pattern, while not statistically sig11.ificant, 
supported the concept of a U-curve-shaped change of attitude over time. 
He found the following: 
Per Cent That 
Length of Stay Number of Showed High 
ln Months Students Favorableness 
0-9 60 62 
10-19 49 45 
20-29 37 54 
30 .. 39 47 53 
Sellitz and Christ (1963) mentioned the fact that it appeared 
from the results of their study that their group of mixed-nationality 
foreign students was beginning to go through the traditional phases 
of the U-curve. However, their study was conducted over a period of 
only one year and, therefore, they could not observe all of the time 
phases; but they did note thEJ,t attitude toward the United States began 
to deteriorate as time increased. 
Lambert and Bressler (1956) made a study of several foreign 
students--sixteen Indian, two Pakistani, and one Singhalese--who were 
enrolled in the University of Pennsylvan~a from July, 1952, to August, 
1953. 
The data for this study were collected by a series of semi-
structured interviews, by the administration of certain written 
instruments, and by participant observation. 
The basic working assumptio1\ of this study was that all foreign 
students share alike in certain basi.c problems. 
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In this study, the authors divided their students into three 
time.groups for reasons of analysis. The time groupings were called 
11generatic;mstt, and the Urst generation conshted of students who 
were here for less than one year. The second generation contd sted of 
students who were here for from one to three years~ The third genera-
tion consisted of students who had been here for from two to seven 
years. 
Lambert and Bressler observed that each person interviewed felt 
compelled to extend himself in playing three active roles while ln 
the United States: (1) the student; (2) the tourist; and (3) the 
unofficial ambassador, They discussed the results of their study in 
terms of these three different roles played by Indian students in the 
United States. The study was presented in a narrative form, with little 
reference to stat;:lstioal interpretation of the data obtained. 
Under the student role, the authors pointed out that the Indian 
student faced a dilemma about the values of United States• education. 
The British degree holds much more prestige at home, so they strove 
to make their U,S. educational experience useful. 
The tourist phase offered many interesting contrasts. In Stage 
One (one to twelve months), the students avidly tried to ••experience 
America," They visited dams, industrial cities, dance places, night 
clubs, and the southern areas of the United States. They also usually 
visited Canada and Mexico. 
In Stage Two (one to two years), the students were more reserved 
and selective in their travel and contacts. They no longer strove 
to see any or all of America, but rather tended to make contacts 
which would extend their respective careers, They wanted to visit 
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wlth the right persons and go to the right places. 
In Stage Three (two to seven years), the tourist pattern was 
almost gone, and the students• travels were usually near their rest. 
dence. They visited many of their Indian friends who lived in nearby 
towns. Contacts with Americans were now limited to a few friends. 
The student also played the role of the unofficial ambassador. 
They were anxious to talk about their homeland and welcomed any 
opportunity to do this through speeches and seminars. They also set 
themselves up a• unofficial censors of others who spoke on India. 
The studies reported on in the following section are very closely 
akin to the wri~er•s study. This study, in part, investigates whether 
time in the United States affects the foreign student's experience 
with personal problems; more speclflcally, the study attempts to 
determine if foreign students' personal problems follow a U-curve 
pattern similar to the u.curve patte~n of the student attitude toward 
the United States. Several studies are mentioned, supporting the 
contention that personal problems do follow the U-curve pattern, and 
several studies are reported that do not support this contention. 
The n,xt several studies to be reviewed take a contrary position 
with respect to the u .. curve pattern, Several of these studies do not 
support the contention that time does, in fact:, have a differential 
effect on foreign students with regard to the len~h of time spent 
ln the United States. 
Sellitz and Christ (1963) noted in their study something that 
I 
tends to throw doubt on the idea of personal problem adjustment 
following the u.curve pattern. They reported that the U-curve 
pattern was operating with regard to attitude toward the United 
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States, but they found that the student's personal adjustment made 
a slight increase over a period of time. Their finding tended to 
run contradictory to the other studies that support the U-curve, in 
that Sellltz's and Christ's students had been here for one year; at 
that point these students should have been more critical and should 
have had more personal problems than at any other time, because they 
would really be in the bottom of the HU" lri. th respect to the$e 
matters. However, at the twelve.month point they actually had fewer 
personal problems than when they ,first came. 
Forstat•s (1957) study of one hundred eighty.two foreign students 
of all nationaUtles revealed that geographical area of origin and'··, 
the student's academic status seemed to be factors affecting the 
total number of problems that foreign students have. However, field 
of study and length of time in the United States did not seem to be 
.,/ 
related to the total number of problems that foreign students had.,// 
The study did not lend support to the U-curve pattern. 
In Wllkening•s (1965) study, he observed that in his group the 
students experienclns the largest number of problems were in the 
group that had been here over twenty.four months. This was quite 
contrary to the U-curve concept, which states that the foreign stud-
dent's crisis period ls in the nine. to eighteen-month time period. 
Actually, to be consistent with the u.curve pattern, the students 
who had been here over twenty.four months should have been in the 
stage of fewer problems. 
Hadwen (1964) found, in his study of fifty-six foreign students 
of au national:l ties, that the trend was towards more ct:l ticlsm of 
the United States in the first six months. However, his research 
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further suggested that foreign students meke a separation of United 
States governmental policy and the individual American. They tend~--
according to Hadwen, to become more crltlcal of the United States 
over a period of time, but less critical of the individual American 
,,.,,/' 
.,/ 
over the same period of time. Hadwen went on to make this statement 
about personal adjustment problems: 
Whe~e adjustment problems of a personal, rather than 
•cademic, sort are concerned, the results reported below are 
consistent with findings of both earlier investigations 
(Sewell, 1954:and Lysgaard, 1954) that there ls an increase 
in foreign students• experience of such difficulties over 
the first year. 
It was, therefore, Hadwen•s finding that personal problems increase 
over a period of time. 
In Gezi's (1965) study, the findings indicated that the duration 
of the students• stay in this country was not significarttly associated 
with their adjustment here. 
The study by Zajonc (1952) dealt with the foreign students• 
need. to conform to a new culture and the frustration that often arose 
when conformity was not possible. 
He constructed his hypothesis based on three basic points, which 
were as follows: 
(1) The foreign student is usually expected to conform to 
the norms of the host culture; 
(2) Because the student is steeped in another culture, 
conformity to a new pattern ~.Y prove disturbing; 
(3) The foreign student occupies a uniquely endowed role 
in the host society in that it is possible for him to vent his 
aggression aga,nst che host country no~s without punishment or 
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,-rej eot l·an. 
Zajonc hypothesized that, "given the need to conform, attitudinal 
aggression of the stranger ls a function of his difficulty ln con-
formlty." He found, uslng a sample of twenty Indian students who had 
been here less than six months and a sample of twenty who had been 
here more than six months but less than twp years, that the greater 
the need to conform, the greater was the aggression. Aggression and 
the need to conform were measured by a uniquely structured instrument 
) 
developed by ~he author. 
Secondly, Zajonc hypothesized that, "strangers w~th long rest-
dence should exhibit lesser need to conform than those with shorter 
residence," This hypothesis implied that when the channel for aggres-
s:lon was not avai latile, the expression of attitudinal aggression was 
less likely to occur, His hypothesis was supported by the fact that 
the newer students expressed a greater need to confprm and somewhat 
less aggression than the older students, who had already discovered 
that aggression was quite permissible within certain limits. The 
new students were not able to reduce their frustration caused by the 
need to conform because they did not understand the latitude allowed 
them with respect to aggressive outlets. 
Therefore, time in the United States appreciably affects how the 
foreign student handles frustrations that arise out of a,need to con-
form when conformity would be against the homeland's culture. How-
ever, one would surmise from this study that as criticalness towards 
the United States increases through the aggressive expression of 
criticism, then the better the student's personal adjustment becomes. 
Therefore, criticalness of the u.s. ls an indication of good adjustment. 
Synopsis of the Review of the Literature 
and Questions Arising From the Review 
There are two primary conclusions to be drawn from the lltera-
ture concerning foreign student problems. The first ls that foreign 
students run the gamut of personal problems associated with their 
stay in the United States. The studies and articles written on this 
subject do not suggest that there are consistent, common problems 
among foreign students studying in the United States. The second 
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conclusion ls that there ls a difference between the number of prob-
lems an undergraduate student experiences and the number of problems 
a graduate student experiences. 
Section TwQ of the review of the literature dealt with the general 
background of foreign students studying in the United States. The 
main focus of these studies centered in two areas. The foreign 
students seemed to be more favorable to their u.s. experiences if they· 
had had close contact with American students, professors, and graduate 
students. If students felt a loss of national prestige, they reported 
their experiences here in a less favorable llght than did those stu-
dents who felt their country had favorable prestige in the eyes of 
Americans. Students from more highly developed nations were more 
impressed with Americans than were stude~ts from less highly developed 
nations. The second area of emphasis dealt with bettering college 
admissions, curricula for foreisrt student$, cultural experiences, 
and academic orientation. Much frustration was felt by foreign 
students in the areas of poor English background and academic and 
educational adjustment. 
The last section of the literature review related to studies that 
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dealt with the influence of time on the foreign student's sojourn in 
the United States. This portion of the review fell into two divisions. 
In Division One, the writer reviewed the li~erature that supported 
the U-curve theory regarding attitude change of foreign students 
concerning the United States. This theory states that the foreign 
student's attitude ls favorable upon arrival and for a few months 
thereafter, but it soon deteriorates until it reaches a low and then 
there ls an upswing until departure from the United States. It was 
also established in this section that the U-curve theory applied to 
all nationalities. 
The second division related to studies that suggested that the 
U-curve concept did not apply to personal problems. In other words, 
the number of problems a foreign student has does not necessarily 
follow the U-curve pattern of few problems in the beginning, more 
problems as time passes, and then a return to fewer problems shortly 
before departure for home. 
Several questions arise out of this selected review of the 
literature, and they are as follows: 
1. Will personal problems of undergraduate students be the 
same as personal problems qf graduate students? 
2. Do undergraduate foreign students have more or fewer personal 
problems than graduate foreign students? 
3. Will a knowledge of foreign student problems in various 
time grouping breakdowns aid the foreign student adviser and counselor 
in meeting the needs of foreign students studying in the United 
States, with regard to such questions as admission, social life, 
academic life, and financial aid? 
4. Does the U-curve theory regarding attitude change over a 
period of time also apply to a fluctuation of personal problems over 
a period of time ln a U-curve fashion? 
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5. Will the undergraduate time groups show significant fluct-
uation regarding personal problems over a period of time in the United 
States? The same question ls also raised with regard to graduate 
students. 
6. Will patterns of personal problems emerge ln any of the three 
U-curve-type time groupings, and will such patterns, if any, be 
consistent for graduate and undergraduate foreign students? 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
This chapter is a description of the population used in the study 
and a detailed description of some of the problems encountered in 
collecting the sample. Also in this chapter wi 11 be found a discussion 
of the instrument used and the statistical methods used to analyze 
the hypotheses. 
Procedure 
In general terms one may describe the population as that of a 
body of students from other countries studying at Oklahoma State 
University in the Spring semester of 1967. This potential foreign 
student population was fu:i:·t:her Umi ted because certain factors were 
controlled as follows: (1) Only male students were used in the study; 
(2) the students were grouped in two ve1·y broad age groups under the 
headings of ttGraduate Studentstt and oundergraduate Students"; 
(3) the population had had very little contact with Americans abroad; 
(4) the stude11ts were all single; and (5) none of the population had 
b~en in the United States previously. So one may characterize the 
population as students from other countries studying at Oklahoma 
State University ln the Spring semester of 1957; and the population 
may be further oharacterhed as consisting of male studemts in two 
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broad categories, namely, the graduate and undergraduate categories; 
students who have not had previous contact with Americans abroad nor 
in the United States; and students who are all single. 
All the students who met the criteria as set forth in the above 
paragraph were divided into groups according to the length of stay 
in the United States. Group I consisted of students who had been 
here for a period of one to ten months; Group II consisted of students 
who had been here for a period of eleven to twenty-one months; and 
Group III consisted of students who had been here for a period of 
twenty.two months or more. These groups were further divided into 
undergraduate and graduate groups. All students were given a number, 
and a random sample of thirty students was chosen from each graduate 
group of 60 students and each undergraduate group of 60 students. 
The students were sent a letter asking if they would participate in 
the study and, if so, indicating that they should appear at a group 
meeting for testing on a certain date. Of the first group of sixty 
potential students, twelve students came to the first meeting and were 
tested. A follow-up letter was sent out to the forty-eight students 
who had not appeared, and in response to the follow-up letter a total 
of five students appeared for testing. Letters for Group II were 
sent out, and of a potential group of sixty students, eight students 
appeared for the group meeting. A follow-up letter was sent out, 
and in response to this letter three students appeared. Letters to 
the students who ~v"ere grouped in Group III were then sent out. Of 
the potential population of sixty students in Group III, nine students 
came to the meeting and five responded to' the follow .. up\letter. It 
was felt by the writer that forty.two students, which represented 
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23 per cent of the total population, did not adequately represent 
the proposed population of one hundred eighty students chosen at 
random from the total potential population of stt.Jdents studying at 
Oklahoma State University. In addltion to this fact, the r,searcher 
observed that those who responded to the initial letters were friends 
and former counselees of the examiner. 
It was decided at this point, since the collected sample was 
far from adequate, that if the study was to continue, random sampling 
would have to be abandoned and the entire potenti~~ population would 
have to be included in the study, Thereafter, the following three 
methods of data collection were used: (1) the writer saw students 
personally through contacts in the 1l brary; (2) students that vl sited 
the writer's office were asked to participate; and (3) those students 
not ·seen through personal contact were malled an inventory with a 
cover letter asking them to participate by an•wering the instrument 
and ·returning it by mall. 
One hundred and fifty.five students who were seen personally by 
the writer responded and forty.four students returned the inventory 
by mall, bringing the total respondents to one hundred ninety.nine 
out of a potential student population of two hundred seventy. This 
meant that 74 per cent of the total potential population that quall· 
fied under the control stipulations participated in this study. 
·1 In order that the collected sample might be more fully under-
stood, two areas were chosen for fu;rther investigation. The writer 
felt that those students who malled in the inventory should be compared 
with those students who responded to personal contact in order to 
determine whether differences existed. Twelve students were randomly 
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selected from the malled-lril. .. test inventories of forty.four students, 
and twelve test inventories were selected randomly from the one 
hundred fifty.five students who were seen personally. The Mann. 
Whitney U test was applied to the two samples and a "U" of 61.5 ~-1as 
obtained. To be significant at the .05 level, the "U*' must be 37 or 
less; therefore, it was concluded that the malled-in test inventories 
'\, 
did not differ si&niflcantly from the test inventories obtained from 
those students who were seen personally. 
The writer further felt that information concerning a possible 
difference between the volunteers and those who chose not to volun-
teer should be obtained. ''from the group of non-volunteers twenty. 
five students were randomly selected and asked to participate in the 
study. A strong appeal was made, asldng these students to cooperate 
in the study; and, out of the twenty.five non.volunteers, ten students 
participated in the study. Ten students from the volunteer group 
were randomly chosen to be a comparison group. Agaln, t:he Mann .. 
Whitney "U" was applied to the groups, and a "U" of 44.5 was obtained. 
For this "U" to be significant at: the .05 level, the "U" must be 23 
or less. Therefore, it was concluded that the non.volunteers did not 
differ from the volunteers with respect to how they answered the 
inventory. 
In view of the above findings, the ,qriter concluded that the 
collected sample of one hundred ninety.nine student:,s fairly adequately 
represented the total potential foreign student population. 
The population used in the study 1-1as distributed over twenty.nine 
different countries, and a summary of this distribution is contained 
ln the following chart. 
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Total· / ,.--"'r_,,.~-·~ ,._') ·i. 
/ 
Number Per Cent Popula- / Per Cent 
in of tion at / of Total 
Country Sa!l?le Samele o.s.u. Po2ulatton 
1. ,India 47 24.0 2- 78 I y;' S" ·-60·"' 
2. China 41 21.0 ,f 96 zz.J, 43 
3. Pakistan 19 10.0 3 40 q,S, 50 
4. ·Columbia 6 3.0 12 .L~ 50 
s. Ethiopia 3 2.0 ' 5 I, I 60 
6. Japan 4 2.0 10 2' 4- 40 
7. Thailand 10 s.o 5 :25 s· ~ C) 40 
a. Korea ( 8 4.0 21 5,Q 38 
9. Egypt 3 2.0 13 ,3 ~ 0 23 
10. Nigeria 4 2.0 6 r, 4- 67 
11. Afganistan l 1.0 l \ i. 100 
12. Iraq 3 2.0 11 2_,b 27 
13. Brazil 2 1.0 2 ,S 100 
14. Malay l 1.0 l ' 7.. 100 
15. Greece 2 1.0 2 ~ S" 100 
16. Yugoslavia 1 1.0 l \ z. 100 
17. Jamaica w.I. 3 2.0 6 I, lr 50 
18. Iran 20 10.0 4 .. 30 "'I, 1 67 
19. England 2 1.0 2 ,s 100 
20. Mexico 4 2 .• 0 9 2. \ i 45 
21. Okinawa 2 1.0 2 ( '5 100 
22. Bolivia 2 1.0 2 . ':, 100 
23. Costa Rica 1 1.0 2 \ '5 50 
24. Lebanon. 2 .1.0 12 !2-. t' 17 
25. Venezuela 4 2.0 14 3,3 29 
26. Arabia 1 1.0 8 / ,4 13 
27. Palestine 1 1.0 1 ,2 100 
28. Guyana 1 1.0 2 ,5 50 
29. Syria 1 1.0 6 (,, 1+ 17 
1°99 *100.00 420 
JO") 
*Per Cent of Sample adds t9 more than 100% because fractions 
were rounded to the nearest whole number 
Instrumentation 
The Michigan International Student Problem Inventory (MISPI) 
developed by John Porter, was used to identify problems of foreign 
students. This inventory is made up of one hundred thirty-two problems 
often encountered by foreign students, and the purpose of this instru-
ment is to help student personnel workers, or others .interested in 
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helping foreign students, to systematically identify problem areas 
that are troubling the foreign students . (Porter, 1965). 
. . 
' 
'\ The M.I.s.P.I. does not claim to be a test, because it cannot 
measure the scope or depth of student problems. It will, however, 
identify problem areas and provide the interviewer with clues concern-
ing which problem areas are of greatest concern. Porter states: 
The purpose and intent of the M.I.S.P.I. can be divided 
into four general categories. 
I. To conduct research on the problems of students and 
groups of students from other countries. 
II. To faciUt"ate counseling interviews. 
III. To provide a means for group surveys which might 
help identify needed college program changes. 
IV. To provide faculty members and other student 
personnel workers with an instrument for orientation and 
discussion. 0 
The inventory consists of eleven major categories relating to 
recognized student personnel services. They are: (Porter, 1965) 
I. Admission-Selection Problems - This section consists 
of such items as evaluation of credits, choosing college 
subjects, and registration. 
II. Orientation Services Problems - This section deals 
with an adequate introduction to the academic, social and 
practical aspects of campus life. 
III. Academic Record Problems. This section ·deals with 
grades, tests, evaluation, degrees, reports and papers 
and faculty adviser. 
IV. Social-Personal Problems. This section deals with 
homesickness, sexual customs in the u.s.A., and inter-
personal relationships. 
v. Living-Dining Problems - This section deals with the 
difficulty of finding familiar food, housing problems, 
and room-mate problems. 
VI. Health Service Problems • This section deals with 
diet, rest, tension, and physical illness. 
VII. Religious Service Problems - This section deals with 
u.s. religious practices, and no opportunity to observe 
the student's own religion. 
• 
VIII. English Language Problems. This section deals 
w·ith English: listening to English, writing English, 
and using u. s. slang. 
IX. Student Activity Pr,:,blems. This section deals with 
such problems as dating, acceptance into social groups, and 
lack of opportunity to meet American students. 
X. Financial Aid Problems - This section deals with 
such problems as lack of money to meet expenses, money from 
home, part-time work, and the expense of merchandise in the 
United States. 
XI. Placement Service Problems. This section deals with 
such problems as finding a job on returning home, trying 
to extend stay in the u.s.A., trying to become a u.s. citizen, 
and being concerned about the possible usefulness of a u.s. 
education back home. 
It is important to establish some validity to an instrument of 
this sort, because it claims to present problems that are usually 
comrn,n and usually unique to foreign students. To establish con-
current validity Porter gave the Mooney Problem Check List to a 
group of one hundred eight forelgn students and fifty American 
students. This showed a difference at the .os significance level 
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between mean scores of the American students and the foreign students. 
The same group was given the M.I.s.P.I., and it, too, discriminated 
between the Americans and the foreign students at the .05 level of 
significance (Porter, 1965). 
; In an item inspection Porter also fo~nd that the number of 
statements checl<ed at least once by a group of foretgn students on 
the·M.I.s.P.I. was significantly higher (.05 level) than the number 
of statements checked at least once by a group of American students. 
This inspection is another way of illustrating the significant dif-
ference between the foreign student group and the American group 
(Porter, 1965). 
The two tests mentioned above suggest that the M.I.S.P.I. is 
valid for differentiating between the problems of foreign students 
and the problems of United States students (Porter, 1965). 
Although reliability estimates are not high, Porter is able to 
demonstrate moderate reliability for sales of this type. A reli-
ability estimate of .ss was found for the M.I.s.P.I. by using the 
Kuder-Richardson Formula for the total scale, ai1d a total scale 
reliability estimate of .67 was found by using the Spearman-Brown 
Split Half Method. Subscale reliability estimates ranged from .47 
to • 76, using the Kuder-Richardson Formula (Porter, 1965). 
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Measures of central tendency for the one hundred eight foreign 
students showed an average of 15.06 iteins checked per student. The 
median number of items checked was 12.50, and the mode was 17.00 of 
the 132 items of the M.I.s.P.I. It was found that one hundred twenty. 
seven of the items were checked by at least one student. The highest 
number of items checked by an individual was fifty-three.(Porter, 
1965). 
The inventory ls divided into eleven categories, represented 
by twelve problems listed for each category.. The students a.re asked 
to circle each statement if :l t is a problem tlV:l t presently concerns 
them, After this is done, the stude11t 1s then asked to place an 
"X" :ln the ch•cle by each stat::ematt that troubles him the' most. 
This is a non.timed inventory, and most students finished in 
thirty.fl ve minutes. All directions fo:t.• administration of the 
inventory are on the front of the booklet. 
This test may be s~en in Appendix A. 
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Data Analysis 
The Mann.Whitney "U" Statistical Test was used to test if one 
time group differed significantly from each of the other two time 
groups. 
Selgel (1956) states, ln his book on nonparametric statistics, 
that "• •• whe11 at least ordinal measurement has been achieved, the 
Mann-Whitney U Test may be used to test whether two independent 
groups have been drawn from the same population." This test was 
chosen because of its usefulness as a statistical research tool, and 
because it ls appropriate to use on a non-normal population. Seigel 
(1956) has stated that: 
I This ls one of the most powerful 1,onparametric tests., and 
it ls a most useful alternative to the parametric ttttt test 
whe11. the researcher wishes to avold the "t" test assumption 
of normal distrlbutton, or when the measurement ln the 
research is weaker than interval scaling. 
In this study, the Mann.Whitney U Test ~s used to determine 
whether the graduate t:lme sroups differ significantly from the other 
time groups. Graduate groups are compared with undergraduate groups 
:ln terms of the number of problems checked and tbe problem catego:i;-les 
checked. 
Seigel (1956) states that when large numbers are used (N 20), 
the ,sampling distribution of the "U" rapidly approaches the normal 
d:l stri button. 
The I<.ruskal.wallis One Way .Analysis of variance was used as one 
of the statistical tests to analyze the data. 
Seigel (1956) says this about the Kruskal-wa.llis Test: 
The l<ruskal-Wallis One way Anai~sls of Variance by ranks ls 
a11. extremely useful test for dJ'clding whether "Ktt, Indepen-
.. dent Samples, are from different populations,. The Kruska.1-
WalU.s technique lists the null hypothesis that "K" samples 
come from the same population or from identical populations 
with respect to averages. 
Sample values almost always differ somewhat, but often the 
question is whether the difference is enough for one to say with 
''. 
confidence that the samples are from different populations. The 
data in this study call for such an analysis and decision. There 
are three groups of graduate students and three groups of under-
graduate students, and it must be determined whether these groups 
differ from one another with respect to several variables. Each 
variable constitutes a separate analysis. 
The Kruskal-walUs test assumes that the variable under study 
has:an underlying continuous distribution, and it also requires at 
least ordinal measurement of that variable. 
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, The Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient was used to determine 
if there was a correlation between the problems checked as severe 
and problems checked as non-severe. ., 
Of the statistics based on ranks, the Spearman Rank Correlation 
Coefficient was the earliest to be developed, and i·t is perhaps the 
best lcnown test of this type. Seigel (1956) says, 
It is a measure of association which requires that both 
variables be measured in at least an ordinal scale so 
that the objects or individuals under study may be ranked 
into ordered series. 
One of the hypotheses under study is to determine the amount of 
correlation between two types of problems. Students indicate on the 
test whether the problem worrying them ls either severe or non-
severe, and the Spear.man Rank Correlation Coefficient will be used 
to determine if the correlation between the number of non-severe 
problems checl<ed and the number of severe problems checked. The 
correlation found wi 11 be checl<ed for significance at the alpha .os 
level by using E. G. Olds (1938) table of critical values of r's 
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when the Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient ls used (Siegel, 1956). 
In addition to these tests mentioned above, the mean number of 
problems checked, the mean age, and the mean number of months in the 
United States were also determined from these data. 
Nonparametric statistics were chosen to be used as the instru-
ments for data analyses because the group under consideration could 
notibe considered to represent a normal population because of vari-
ability in terms of race, English ability, and intelligence. In 
addition to this the population used ln this study was not selected 
at random. 
Discussion of Variables 
The variables will be discussed in terms of the independent and 
dependent variables, the controlled restricting variables·, and the 
uncontrolled irrelevant variables. 
The wrl ter defines the independent variable as the character-
istic :1.n which two groups are made to differ. Time·in the United 
States is one independent variable. There are three fixed time 
groups, and they are: (1) the one to ten month group, (2) the eleven 
to twenty.one month group, and (3) the twenty-two months or more 
group. A second independent variable is the student classification 
divhion. Two groups were identified, and they are: (1) 1 the graduate 
group classification, and (2) the undergraduate group classification. 
The-dependent variable is defined as the characteristic observed 
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but not directly manipulated by the experimenter. The problems 
checked on the inventory become the basis for the dependent variable. 
The expression of personal problems took three forms, which are: 
(1) non-severe problems checked, (2) severe problems checked, and 
(3) problem categories. 
There are several restricting variables identifiable· in this 
study. The criteria used to screen students used in the study are 
as follows: (1) only males were used; (2) only unmarried1 students 
were used; (3) only students who had never lived in the United 
States were used; (4) only students with very little contact with 
Americans abroad were used. These variables are called controlled 
restricted variables. 
, There are several uncontrolled irrelevant variables that have 
an unknown but insignificant influence on the study·• All; nationalities 
of foreign students were used, but since other similar studies indi-
cate that this variable has Uttle influence on the· results, it is 
assumed in this study that this influence is of little consequence. 
English proficiency will have an unknown influence on this study. 
However, it is assumed to be of slight influence, because-1 all 
students must demonstrate a certain level of English proficiency on 
a standardized English test before they will be acc~ted for study 
at Oklahoma State University. 
i Another uncontrolled variable is the influence,·of attrition of 
students studying in the United States. Many students go' back home 
after about eighteen months in the United States, thus leaving a 
rather select body of students to comprise the twenty.two months 
plus group. Of the uncontrolled variables, the least is known about 
this one; however, the study indicates that there are no discernable 
differences between Group I (1-10 mo.) and Group III (22 mo. plus). 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
Introduction 
In this chapter the writer presents the data in table form, 
followed by an analysis of the data. The statistical tests used to 
analyze the data are the Mann-Whitney U nonparametric test and the 
l<ruskal-Wallls One Way Analysts of Variance nonparametric test. 
These tests enable one to determine if there are significant differ-
ences between groups and among groups. Following the presentation 
and analysis of the data, a discussion of the testing of the Hypo-
, 
theses will be presented. In the discussion of the Hypotheses, 
graphs will be presented to illustrate more adequately ·signifiqa.nt 
findings as they·relate to the Hypotheses. The chapter concludes 
with a summary of the results and a presentation of certain patterns 
. that developed among the various groups with regard to problem cate-
gortes. 
Data Presentation and Analysis of Data 
The relationship between the number of non-severe problems 
checked by one graduate group as compared to the number of non-severe 
problems checked by each of the other two graduate groups ls presented 
ln Table I. 
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TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF GRADUATE STUDENTS WITH 
REGARD TO THE NUMBER OF NON•SEVERE 
PROBLEMS CHECKED BY TIME GROUPS 
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GROUPS BEING COMPARED 
MANN-WHITNEY 
U TEST 
KRUSJ.<AL-WALLI S 
TEST (H) 
Group I with Group II 
Group I with Group III 
Group II with Group III 
.Group. I, Group U, Group III 
.267 
1.697 
1.417 
3.228 
· From the comparison of the number of non-severe problems checked 
by the three graduate groups, it was determined that none of the 
groups differed significantly in the number of non-severe problems 
checked. More specifically, Group I (l-10 mo.) did not indicate that 
they had significantly more problems t!han Group II (11 .. 21 mo.); 
Group I (1-10 mo.) did not have significantly more problems of the 
' ' 
non-severe nature than Group UI (22 n;io. plus), and Group II (11-21 
mo.). The statistical test used to determine the preceding results 
was the Mann-Wl\1 t:ney U test. 
The Kruskal-Wallis Analysis of Variance test did not show that 
the three groups varied in any significant way. 
The relationship between the number of non-severe problems 
I 
checked by one undergraduate group as compared to the number of non-
severe problems checked by each of the other two undergraduate groups 
is presented in Table II. 
TABLE II 
COMPARISON or UNDER.GRADUATE STUDENTS WI TH 
REGARD TO THE NUMBER or NON-SEVERE 
.. :PROBLEMS 'CHECKED BY TIME GROUPS 
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MANN-WHI'tNEY l<RUSKAX...WALLIS 
GROUPS BEING COMPARED U TEST TEST (H) 
Gioup I with Group II 1.537 
Group I with Group IU .285 
Group U with Group III 1.271 
Group I, Group II, Group III 2.s12 
Table II indicates that none of the undergraduate groups differed 
significantly in the number of non-severe problems checked by each 
group. This means that Group I (1-10 mo.) dld not check slgnlficantly 
greater amounts of non.severe problems than dld Group II (11-21 mo.); 
Group I (1.10 mo.) dld not: check slgnlficantly more prob~;ems than dld 
Group III (22 mo. plus); and Group U (11-21 mo. )1 did not check 
sllJ'Lifloantly more problems than dld Group III (22 mo. plus). '?he 
statistical teat used to determine this was the Mann-Whitney U test. 
It was alie dete,:min1ed through the l(ruakal-walUs Ole Way 
Analysis of Variance that the three groups did not significantly 
'differ among themselves. 
The data feund ln Tables I and II relate directly to Hypothesis 
I 
One. Hypothesis One states that there wlll be no slgnlflcant dif· 
ference between undergraduate groups when the groups are compared with 
one another with regard to the number of non-severe problems the 
I 
undergraduate group checked or the number of non-severe problems the 
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graduate group checked. Essentially, the purpose of this Hypothesis 
was to determine if personal, non.severe problems significantly 
increased, decreased, or fluctuated over a period of time~ For 
example, the writer was interested in determining lf Graduate Group I 
(1-10 mo.) had significantly more personal problems than Group 11 
(11-21 mo.) or Group III (22 mo. plus). The three undergraduate groups 
were compared with one another, and the three graduate groups were 
compared separately with one another. 
So, from an analysis of the data, it was determined that there 
were no slanlficant differences between these various undergraduate 
tlme groupings with regard to the number of non-severe problems each 
group checked. Therefore, the null hypothesis of no significant 
difference failed to be rejected; therefore, lt was accepted. 
The results of testing Hypothesis One indicate that this study 
does not support the research done by Sewell and Davidsen (1961), 
Lysgaard (1954), Morris (1960), Porter (1965), and Hadwin (1964), 
that problems of foreign students increase over a period of time and 
generally follow a U-ourve pattern. (For details see Table III.) 
Table III presents the mean figures of non-severe problems, 
severe problems, age, and number of months in the United States for 
undergraduate time Groups I, II, and III. 
It can be seen from an inspection of Table III that Group II 
actually experienced fewer non-severe problems than did Groups I 
and III. This would not be expected under the U-ourve theory, 
because in terms of this theory the Group II students should be very 
dissatlsfled and should lndlcate more personal problems. It ls also 
interesting to note that the students who have been ln the United. 
States for the longest periods of time experience almost as ~y 
pers~nal problems on an average as the new students. One would 
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' ) 
expect students who a~e new to our culture to have more problems than 
the students who are experienced ln our culture.:· 
GROUPS 
· Group I 
Group II 
Group IU 
TABLE III' 
MEANS FOR UNDER.GRADUATE GIQUPS 
NON-SEVERE 
PROBLEMS 
22.75 
21.78 
SEVEIE 
l'IOBLJ!MS 
6.07 
4.61 
.·'.AGE 
23.42 
24.14 
24.13 
MONTHS 
IN U.S. 
s.21 
18.00 
36.89 
It also may be seen from Table III that severe problems followed 
the same pattern as non-severe problems, ln that Group II had fewer 
problems than Groups I and nx. and the newest students had slightly 
fewer problems than the students here for the longest period of 
I 
time, 
The relatlonshlp between the number of severe problems checked 
by one graduate group as compared to the number of severe problems 
ch.ecked by each of the other two graduate groups ls presented in 
Table IV. 
Table IV indicates that none of the graduate groups differed 
I 
s.isni.flcantly ln the number of severe probl.ems checked by each group. 
That ls, Group X (l-10 IJIO,) did not check significantly more severe 
I 
problems than did Group II (11.21 mo,); Group I (1-10 mo.) did not 
check slsnlflcantly'more severe problems than Group III (22 mo. 
plus); and Group II (11-21 mo.) did not check significantly more 
seve~e problems than Group III (22 mo. plus). The above data were 
obtained from the results of the Mann-Whitney U test. 
;_' ! : . • i. r~ • I , ,. .' '. '.: 
TABLE IV 
COMP~RISON OF GRADUATE STUDENTS WITH REGARD 
TO THE NUMBER OF SEVERE PROBLEMS 
CHECKED BY TIME GROUPS 
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MANN.WHITNEY KRUSKAL-WALLI S 
GROUPS BEING COMPARED U TEST TEST (H) 
Croup I with Group u .484 
' Group I with Group III .767 
Group II with Group III .429 
Group I, Group II, Group XU .679 
The J.<ruakal-Wa~lls Test of variance indicates that the groups did 
not vary significantly among themselve•. 
The relationship between· .the number of severe problems checked 
' . I 
by one undergraduate group as compared to the number of severe prob-
lems checked by each of the other two undergraduate groups ls pre-
sented in Table v. 
Table V indicates that none of the undergraduate groups differed 
slgnlflcantly in the number of severe problems checked by each group. 
That ls, Croup I (1.10 mo.) di~ not chec~ significantly more severe 
problems than d•d Group II (11-21 mo.); Group I (1-10 mo.) did not 
check significantly more severe problems than did Group UI (22 mo. 
plus); and Group II (11-21 mo.) did not check significantly more 
severe problems than did Group III (2? mo. plus). The above results 
were determined by using the Mann-Whitney U test. 
TABLE V 
COMPARISON OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS WITH 
REGARD TO THE NUMBER OF SEVERE PROBLEMS 
CHECKED BY TIME GROUPS 
\ 1;'• 1 '°).'111.'.1 1 
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MANN-WHITNEY KRUSKAL- WALLIS 
GROUPS BEING COMPARED O TEST TEST (H) 
Group I with Group u 1.322 
Group I with Group III .266 
Group II wl th Group II I 1.474 
Group I, Group II, Group III 2.519 
It was also determined from the results of the Kruskal-Wallis One 
Way Analysis of Variance that the three groups did not vary signifi-
cantly. 
The data found in Tables IV and V relate directly to Hypothesis 
Two. Hypothesis Two is much like Hypothesis One, with the exception 
that Hypothesis Two deals entirely with problems checked as being 
severe problems. This hypothesis states that there will be no sis-
nificant difference between groups when the groups are compared with 
one another with regard to the number of severe problems the graduate 
group checks or the number of severe problems the undergraduate group 
checks. Briefly, the purpose of this hypothesis was to determine if 
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severe problems significantly increase, decrease, or fluctuate over 
\ 
a period of tlme. Essentially, thls hypothesis attempted to flnd out 
the same thlng as Hypothesis One, 'wlth the exception that lt dealt 
entirely wlth problems checked as severe problems to the foreign 
student. 
Wlth regard to Hypothesis Two, the data suggest that the null 
hypothesis of no significant difference failed to be rejected; 
therefore, it was accepted. ,\gain, no stgnlflcant differences were 
found between ti~e groups with regard to the number of severe personal 
problems checked by graduate or undergraduate students. As in 
Hypothesis One, the testing of Hypothesis Two suggests that severe 
' . 
problems of foreign students do not increase over a period of time, 
nor do severe problems follow a U-curve pattern. (See Table VI for 
detalls.) 
Table VI presents the mean numbers for non-severe problems, 
severe problems, age, and number of months ln the United States for 
Graduate Groups I, II, and III. 
Table Vi indicates t~t Graduate Group II has more problems than 
Group III, but fewer than Group I. Thus, once again lt can be seen 
that the expectation of the u .. curve theory that Group II will have 
! 
more problems than either of the two other groups does not hold up. 
' 
However, with regard to non-severe problems, Group I follows expec-
tations that the newer student will have more non-severe problems 
than the student who has been here the longest. 
With regard to severe problems, it will be noticed that in line 
with U-curve expectations Group U has only slightly more prob.lems 
than do Groups I and III. Also, it can be seen that the group here 
the longest has slightly fewer problems than the newest students 
(Group I). This data ls ln the u.curve expected direction, but no 
dlfference.s were significant. 
TABLE VI 
MEANS FOR GRADUATE GROUPS 
NON .. SEVERE SEVERE MONTHS 
GROUPS PROBLEMS PROBLEMS AGE IN u.s. 
Group I 19.21 5.16 26.28 5.92 
Group II 18.67 s.20 27.85 16.08 
Gr OU:[) III 15.75 ,4.83 28.97 47.27 
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In Table VII each of the graduate ti.me groups are compared with 
one another .. and the Mann-Whl tney U test: was used to determine if a 
significant difference at the .05 level would be found between 
groups. All possible group comparisons were made. Table VII also 
,· 
presents data related to the l<ruska.1-WalUs Analysis of Variance of 
the three graduate time groups in terms of each problem category. 
Table VII indicates that when the three graduate .time groups 
are tested for significant: differences between groups using the Mann-
Whitney U test, in terms of the eleven problem categories, there are 
' ' 
eight of the eleven categoreies that do not show any significant 
difference at the .os level. Thr19e of the eleven categories show a 
significant difference at the ~OS level between groups. 
More specifically, it will be noticed that Group I (1-10 mo.) 
answered the questions relative to the Religious Services category 
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TABLE VII 
COMPARISON OF GRADUATE TIME GROUPS IN TERMS OF THE ELEVEN 
NON-SEVERE PROBLEM CATEGORIES USING THE MANN .. WHITNEY U 
AS THE TEST OF Sl~IFICANCE 
-~ ·-
Group I 
Problem categories vs. 
Group II 
u 
Admission Selection (AS) o.96 
-
___ , 
Orientation Serv. (OS) 0.20 
·-
,__, 
Acadetrilc Record (AR) 0.47 
...__......, .. _ 
Social Personal (SP) 0,33 
' 
' 
-
Llvlng Dining (LD) 0.29 
Health Servloe (HS) 0.21 
-
,w _____ 
IteUglous Service (RS) 2.10* 
- -
lingll sh language (EL) 0.24 
Student Acti vi t,:y (SA) 0.23 
Financial Aid (FA) 0.46 
-
...... -
Placement Service (PS) 1,14 
* Significant at the .os level 
** Significant at the .01 level 
-Time Groups 
Group I Group II 
vs. vs. Kruskal .. 
Group III Group III Wallis 
u u H 
0.86 o.os 1.14 
1.09 1.27 1.88 
1.34 1.05 2.14 
1.11 1.23 1.89 
·----
0.10 0.15 o.oa 
o.s3 o. 73 0.56 
-
0.36 1.55 4.73* 
2.34* 2.99** 9.41** 
-
1.77 1.12 4.04* 
1.67 1.21 3.01 
1.42 0,18 2.32 
significantly dlffennly .at tbe .OS t.....i .. rn.· tile 1IIIY . ...., Ii 
, • .. . I . . , 
(11·21 -·> ......S t:ba .._. .. .-, ... 
When Group I (1-10 ao.J•s Olllllplnd. wlt:b ~. Ill (12 •. 
. ' . ' . :. ,· . . : 
plua), lt •• obaerwd that a alanlflCllllt ttlff•rm• •t: t:be .o, 
level occurred ln the category of Blillah language. 
The data lrl Table VU alao reveal a al81\lfJcant difference at the 
,01 level between Group U (11·21 mo~) and Group UI (22 mo,, plus) · 
. ln the category of &lgllah t,enguage. 
: '' . ' '' : ' . . ·. 
The J.<ruskal-W.Uh One Way Analyaia of Variance indicates t.,_t 
. . ' . . ' ' . ' . . ' 
there were aignlflcant variancea at the' .o, · and .0.1 level• among the 
. . . I 
three groups ln terma of th~categorl•• ~f lellgloua SerYlcea, D\gllah 
Language, artd Studlitnt .Actl'Vl'tl••· · . _,,.., aane of tile othn .-p 
oeaparlaana wn to the .o, algnlflCllllce le•l. 
The relatlonahlp between ttMt n~aewre probl .... bet'INlan q,»upa. · 
h 11, and 111, ln terma of mea numbw of probl•ui', la prea1nted 
' \ . . 
graphically ln ft·gu:rea 1, 2, and. 3. Mean aeons are used ln t:hls 
. . ' ' . ' ·'',, ' .. ,' 
I . .. . .. · . 
dlaucaalon to clarl.fy mor.e fully. the .Mann~Whltney U data because· th• 
average ,:eader underatanda mean scores more read.Uy than. U ace>rea. 
' ' . 
The tabJea, beginnl,ng with Table vu., tn t.t'l• study lncllcate if a· 
. . . . . ' 
algnlficant difference exhts between.time period groups in terms of 
nuntbtr of problems chec~ed and probl• categorle• checke~; however, 
' ' 
the reader cannotdetermlne from the table the dlrectlon. of th,e 
aignltlcant difference.··. 'l'herefore,. the. llaure la deal&lled to show 
<1. . 
. . ; . . 
nWllerlcally (aMl'I scorea) and •phloally. 
' . 
Also, ln ~traat to the "bl••• tbll flauna lndlcate to Che 
reader that th• reault• of t~• atudy, for the.•at: part, do. not 
IM 
0 
• {I) 
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iii 
Average Number of Problems Checked 
Adm Group I 
Se1 Group II 
Orlen Group I 
Serv Group I I 
Acad Group I 
Rec Group II 
Soc Gr01,1p I 
Per Group n 
Llv Group I 
Dln Group U 
Hlth Group I 
Serv Group n 
Rel* Group I 
Serv Group I I 
Eng Group I 
Lang Group II 
Std Group I 
Act Group II 
Fln Group I 
Aid Group II 
Plc Group I 
Serv Group U 
1,45 
1.65 
1,48 
1.44 
2.14 1.ss 
2.21 
2,26 
1,50 
1.so 
1,31 
1.32 
o.s1 
1.1, 
3.14 
2,76 
1.48 
2,10 
2.10 
1,68 
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•• Slgniflcant at the ,01 level 
• · 4.0 
Figure 1, Mean Number and Graphic Presentation of Non-Severe Problems 
for Graduate Group I versus Graduate Group II 
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Figure 2. Mean Number .and Graphic Presentati.on of Non-Severe Problems for Graduate Group I versus Graduate Group III 
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Figure 3. Mean Number and Graphic Presentation of Non-Severe Problems 
for Graduate Group II versus Graduate Group III 
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support the u.eurve Theory. That ls, if the U-curve theory ls to 
hold up then Group I should always have fewer problems than Group II, 
and Group II should always have more problems than Group III. 
In Fliure 1, the data ln~lcate that there ls a significant dif-
ference at the .os level between Groups I arid II in the category of 
Religious Services. Group I (1-10 mo.) indicated less concern for 
the Religious Services category ln that they checked an average of 
0.57 problems per person, and Group II (11-21 mo.) checked an average 
of 1.15 pr.oblems per person conciernlng reUglous problems. 
The data of Figure 2 reveal that there ls a significant difference 
at the .os level between Groups I and III in the category of English 
Language. Group I (1-10 mo.) expressed more concern than Group III 
(22 mo. plus), in that Group I checked an average of 3.14 problems 
per person, and Group III checked an average of 1.41 problems per 
person. 
In Figure 3, one will observe that there ls a signlflcant dif-
ference at the .01 level between Groups II and III in the category 
of English Language·. Group II (U .. 21 mo.) checked ap. averageof 2. 76 
problems per person and Group III (22 mo. plus) checked an average 
of 1.41 problems per person. 
One wlll note :from an examination of Flgureis·l, 2, and 3 that 
the data does not lend support to the ~-curve theory. If the theory 
ls to hold up then Groups .I and III should always have fewer problems 
checked than Group II. 
The data shown ln Table VII directly relate to Hypothesis Three, 
and, beginning wlth Hypothesis Three, the writer began to exa'3llne the 
way each tlme group reacted to the eleven problem categories used in 
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the study. In general, Hypothesis Three states that there will be 
no slgnlflcant difference between the three graduate time groupings 
when the eleven problem groupings of Groups I, II, and III are compared 
with one another. 
The main purpose of this hypothesis is to determine if there are 
differences within the graduate student groups with regard to spec;lfic 
non-severe problem areas, and ~o determine whether there ls a change 
over a period of time. The essential issue to be detemined ls 
whether one time group can be characterized by certain kinds of 
problems that are unique and significantly different from any other 
time group. The ln.strument used provided, for eleven problem cate-
gorles, covering a range of personal problems commonly experienced 
by foreign students. To test .if any of these specific problem cate-
,. 
gorles was more important for one group than for any other group, each 
, .. 
,. 
problem category in a group was compared with each problem category in 
every other group. In this hypoth~sis, a dlstinction is made between 
graduate student time groups and undergraduate student time groups. 
A distinction ls also made between non-severe problems that concern 
the foreign student and the problems that they consider most trouble-
some (severe problems) for them. That is, graduate students are 
analyzed separately from undergraduate students, and non-severe prob .. 
lem categories.are considered separately from severe problem cate-
gorles. 
With regard to Hypothesis Three, non .. severe problems, the data 
lndloate that the null hypothesis Of no significant difference be-
tween groups was rejected for sub-hypotheses ttatt (Group I compared 
with Group II), "b" (Group I compared with Group III), and "c" 
. I 
(Group II compared with Group XII). 
In surmnary, one finds that Group I (1-10 mo.), Group II (11-21 
mo.). and Group III (22 mo.'plus) are characterized by problem areas 
.. 
that are· unique to one group, but not necessarily found to be lmpor-
tant to the other time groups ~n the comparison • 
Table VIII presents a comparison of the way one graduate time 
' 
group an~wered the eleven severe problem categories with the way 
another graduate time group answered the same categories.using the 
. ·. 
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Mann-Whitney U test to determine if the difference between groups was 
' ' 
significant at the .os level. All possible group comparisons have 
been made, Table VIII also presents data related to Kruskal-W'allis 
Analysis of Variance of the three gra.duate ti.me groups in terms of 
' 
each problem category, 
It will be noted that ln TAble VIII, ten of the eleven problem 
categeries were not answered slgn.lficantly differently by any of the 
three graduate groups based on the data related to the Mann-Whitney 
U·Test for significant differences between groups. One category was 
answered slgni:(icant;ly differently at the .05 level in the co'1!Parison 
of!' Group I (1.10 mo,) and Group n (11-21 mo,).· More speciflcall.y, 
Group I answered questions related to the category of Religious 
Services slgniflcantly differently from Group Ii. 
The data ln Table VIII also reveal that there ls slgn.iflcant 
variance at the ,05 level in the category of Religious Services among 
all three tlme groupings. The•J.<ruskal-wallis One way Analysts of 
variance test indicates that significant variance exists between 
Graduate Groups I, n, and XU in the category of R.ellgt.ous Services. 
The relationship between the severe problems of Groups 1 and II 
I 
''"''''" 
TABLE VUI 
CS1JIAllISON or GIW>WATJ: TI!tE GROUPS IN TEIMS'OF THE ELEVEN 
SEVERI PROBLEM CATEGORIES USING THI MANN-WHITNEY 1:1 
AS THE TEST or SIGNIFICANCE 
' 
Tlme Qreui,s 
Q:>eup l Greup I Qreup II 
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, .. , ... , Preb1-.m Categories vs. vs. vs. lCNskal-..... 
Greuo II 
u 
Ictmt.ss.len ielectloa (AS) 
Aclml.sal en Selectlen (AS) e.10 
-
.Orlent:4tlen Serv •. (OS) o.46 
Acadealc .. Recorcl (All) 0.,1 
"' 
Socl•t '·1ersona1 (SP) 0.14 
Ll .. vtng . J>lalng (LD) o.34 
Heatt:h. Servi c• (HS) 0~34 
-
l4!11l&leus Service (RS) 1.96* 
-
n"' 
.J:ngU1h l.aaguaga (IL) ,.a, 
. .S.tudeat Actl vl ty (SA) 0.,2 
-
Jlnanolal Ald (PA) o.,, 
' ... ,· 
!.la cement: Santee (JS) o.o, 
,' 
---
* Sl&nlflcant at t.l\e .os level 
• Slgalflcant at the .01 level 
GrWD III. GreuD llI watlls ....... 
' 
u 
0.20 0.2, 0.09 
""''"' 
1.74 1.0, 3.22 ,,.,.,... 
0.01 o.46 0.,29 .. ,~ .. 
1.os o.s2 1.78 
"""" 
,: 
1.02 o.64 1.09 
G.41 0.40 0.22 .. ,~-· 
1.81 0.17 3 • 90* .. ,,,,,, 
1.90 1.1s 3.79 
-·-
e.e, o.43 0.31 
o.,, 0.13 o.45 
o.43 o.39 0.22 
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ln terms of mean number of problems ls presented in P'igure 4. 
The data ln Figure 4 reveal that there is a' significant differ-
ence at the .os level between Groups I and II .in the categoi:-y of 
Religious Services. Group II (11-21 mo.) expressed the most concern 
by checking an average of 0.32 severe problems per person, and Group I 
(1-10 mo.) checked an average of 0.29 severe problems per person. 
The following paragraphs are a continuation of 1 Hypothesis Three, 
but with an emphasis on severe problem categories checked by graduate 
students. The data in Table VIII relate directly to this section 
of Hypothesis Three. 
' The null hypothesis of no significant difference between Groups 
I and II (sub .. hypothesls ttatt) and Groups II and III (sub-hypothesis 
"c") could not be rejected; the;efore, it was accepted. based on the 
data found in Table VIII. 
The:analysis of the data incU.cates that the null hypothesis of 
no significant difference between Graduate Groups I and III (sub. 
hypothesis "b") was rejected. Graph 4 shows this difference in terms 
of Religious Services. 
Table IX presents a comparison of the way one undergraduate time 
group answered the eleven problem categories with the way another 
undergraduate time group answered the eleven problem categories 
using the Mann-Whitney U test to det.ermlne if the difference between 
groups was significant at: the .os1 level. All possible group compari-
sons are presented ln Table IX. Table IX also presents data related 
to the J.<.ruskal-Wallls Analysis of Variance of the three undergraduate 
time groups in terms of each problem category. 
The data in Table IX indicate, based upon the Mann-Whitney U 
Average Number of Problems Checked 
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Figure 4. Mean Number and Graphic Presentation of Severe Problems 
for Graduate Group I versus Graduate Group II 
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TABLE IX 
CHAIISON or UNDEIGMDVATE TIMS GIOVPS IN TERMS OF 'tHE 
ELEVEN"NGN.SEVEIE IIOBLEM CATJ;GOII~ USING THE 
MANN-WHITNEY u AS THE !EST or SIGNIFICANCE 
... 
f Time Greui,s 
···\>.• 
Group I Group I Gr•p II 
. ,., : 
,. 'f' 
,.,m .. 
Prebla categories , .... vs. vs. vs. KJ;uskal-. ., .. 
Gl:'HD II 
u 
·. 
Adltiaalon Selection (AS) 1.21 
Orlent:at:lon sen. (OS) 1.12 
•dalo Record (All) 0.2, 
' .··. 
, S,oclal Personal (SP) 0.41 
Ll.vlng Dlnlng (LD) 1.eo 
I a_ ' 
HMlth Service (HS) 1.63 
a.11.gl,eua Servl ce (U) 1.0, 
,Eaglt.ah language (EL) 0.61 
.atuden.t Actlvlty (SA) 0.32 
11,:aaaclal Aid (FA) 1.,0 
-
l.lacaent: Service (PS) 2.07* 
~ Slgnlflcant: at: t:he .os level 
·** Slsnlflo&nt: at: the .01 level 
\ 
GfOUD lU GrelilD III W.llls __ 
u u 
0.03 1.37 2.u, •. ,,~, 
1.41 2.64** 6.,, .. ___ 
1.64 1.51 3.60. .-.,~, 
0.10 0.32 0.21 
"""" 
1.46 0.23 2.24 
o.64 1.38 3.07 ~ .. ,,. 
0.15 o.96 1.26 
-
o.s3 0.01 o.74 
-
-
o.,s 0.14 o.3o 
"·"' 
o.33 1.56 2.97 ,..,,,,~ 
o.73 1.11 3.75 
··-
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test of significant differences between groups, that of the eleven 
problem categories nine were not answered significantly differently 
by the undergraduate groups; and two categories were ans.,ered signifi'!' 
cantly differently by Groups I and II and Groups II and III. 
The data indicate that Group I (1 .. 10 mo.) 81'\swered the category 
·! 
of Placement Services significantly differently at the .OS level from 
Group II (11-21 mo.). 
The data in Table IX also reveal that Group n (11-21 m~.) 
,answered questions related to Orientation Services significantly 
differently at the .01 level from Group IU (22 mo. plus). 
The kruskal-WalUs Test results indicate that the three under-
, 
graduate groups varied significantly at the .os level in the category 
· of Orientation Seirvices. 
The relationship· between the non-severe problems between Groups 
I 
I·and II and II and III in terms of mean numbers of problems ls pre. 
sented graphically in Figures S and 6. 
The data in Figure S indicate that there is a significant dif-
ference at the .OS level between Gx-oups I and II in the category of 
Placement Services. Group I (1-10 mo.) expressed more concern with 
placement than d:ld Group II (11-21 mo.). Group ~ checked an ave:l;'age 
' : 
of 1.71 problems per person, and Group II chec~ed an average of 0,95 
problems per person. 
Figure 6 reveals that there is a significant difference at the 
.01 level between Groups II and III in the category of Orientation 
Services. Group III (22 mo, plus) expr~ssed a significantly greater 
concern in the area of orientation than did Group n. Group IU 
(22 mo. plus) checked an average of 2,46 problems per person, and 
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Figure 6. Mean Number and Graphic Presentation of Non-severe Problems 
for Undergraduat~ Group II versus Undergraduate Group III 
Group U (11-21 mo.) checked an average of 1.14 problems per person. 
Again, one will note from an axamlriatlon of Figures 11 2, and 3 
that the dat:a does not: lend support: t:o the u.curve theory. If the 
theory ls to hold up then Groupe X and Ul should alwaya have fewer 
problems checked than Group XI. 
The data ln Table XX :relate speclflca11y t:o Hypotheala Four. 
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Hypot:heala Four deals apeclflca11y wlth undergraduate students; ln 
1enera1, lt states that t:he:re wlU 'be no alsnlflcant: difference be· 
tween the three undersraduate tlme s:rouplnsa when the elevenproblem 
category 8'0Uplnsa of Croups 1, U, and UI are compared with. one 
another, The prlmary purpose of thla hypotheala la to determine if 
one undarlZ'&duat:e tlme sroup can be ch&:raoterlzed by certain kinda of 
problems that are algnlflcantly different and unique from any other 
tlme 1roup1. A1aln 1 the eleven problem oategorlas of one -sroup are 
compared wlt:h the same.eleven problem oategorlea of every other IX'OUP• 
era:duate at:Udant:1 are analysed aeparately from undergraduate students. 
and non.severe problem ~teaotlea are considered separately from 
aevere problem cat:e10rie1. 
the ana1yala of the data found ln Table lX lndlcatea that the 
null hypothesla of no al&n1fioant difference between ~dergraduate 
Qroupa 1. and U (aub.hypotheala Ha••) and Under1radUate Groups n fll\d 
Ut (1ub.hn,othe1l1 non) wl th regard to the eleven problem categorlea 
was rejected. In terms of 1ub.hypotheai1 ttbtt, the null hypot:hesla 
I 
of no. dltfarence between Qroupa;X and tll tailed to be rejected& 
I 
therefore, lt was aooepted. 
In IWllfflar:v, there are problem catesoriea and problems that are 
found ln one sroup but: that are not found to any alinlficant dearee 
ln the other groups being compared. That is to say, Group I differs 
from Group II with regard to certain problems, and Group II differs 
from Group III with regard to certain problems. 
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Table X presents a comparison, of the way undergraduate time 
groups an.swered the eleven severe problem categories with the way 
other undergraduate time groups answered these same categories, using 
the Mann-Whitney U test to determine if the difference between groups 
was significant at the 005 level. All possible group comparisons are 
presented in Table X., Table X also presents data rela,ted to the 
Kruskal-Wallls Analysis of Variance of the three graduate time groups 
in terms of each problem category. 
In Table X the data analyzed by the Mann-Whitney U Test indicate 
that of the eleven problem categories eight were not answered signifi-
cantly different at the .os level by the undergraduate groups, and 
three categories were answered significantly different by several 
time groups. 
When Group I (1-10 mo.) was compared with Group II (11-21 mo.), 
it was observed that a significant difference at the .05 level occurred 
ln the category of Health Services. 
The table data further reveal that Group I (1-10 mo.) answered 
questions related to Orientation Servi'ces significantly differently 
at the .05 level from Group III (22 mo. plus). 
table X also indicates that when Group II (11-21 mo.) was com-
pared with Group III, a signlflcant difference at the .os level was 
observed in the category of Religious Services. 
The Kruskal-Wallls One Way Analysis of Variance reveals in 
Table X that the 'three undergraduate time groups vary significantly 
-TABLE X 
cctaAllSC. or UNDDGJW>\1ATE TIME·~lOUJS IN TEIMS or THE ELEVEN 
·sEVElE PIOBLDI CATl:GOIUES·usING.THE MANN-WHITNEY u 
AS.THE TUT.OF.SIGNIFICANCE 
-- ' Time Grouos 
or.up I Group I Group n >' C• 
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with regard to the category of Academic Records. However, when the 
groups ~re compared with one another, none of the group comparisons 
differ significantly. A possible explanation for this is that the 
I 
kruskal.Wallls Test uses allof.'the possible data and ls, therefore,:a 
more sensitive test than the Mann-Whitney U Test, which was used for 
the two-by.two group comparisons. 
The relationship between the severe problems between Groups I, 
II, and III, ln terms of mean numbers of problems, is presented 
graphically in Figures 7, a, and 9. 
In Figure 7 one will note ~hat there is a significant difference 
between Groups I and II in the category of Health Services. Group I 
(1-10 mo.) expressed more concern for this area by checking an average 
of a.so severe problems per person, whereas Group II (11-21 mo.) 
checked only O.l'O severe problems per person. 
The data of Figure 8 reveal that a significant 'difference at the 
.os level exists between Groups I and III in the category of orien-
t:atlon Services. In this comparison it will be noticed that Group 
III (22 mo. plus) expressed more concern in this area than did Group I 
(1-10 mo.). Group III checked an average of 0.92 and Group I checked 
an average of 0.46 severe problems per person. 
Figure 9 indicates that there is a significant difference between 
I 
Groups II and III in the category of Religious Services. Group III 
I (22 mo. plus) checked an average of 0.16 ~evere problems per person, 
while Group II (11-21 mo.) did not check any problems in this area. 
' This next section is a continuation of the discussion to Hypo-
thesis Four in terms of the severe problem categories of undergraduate 
students. The data shown in Table X relate directly to the testing 
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Figure 7. Mean Number and Graphic Presentation of Severe Problems 
for Undergraduate Group I versus Undergraduate Group II 
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Figure a. Mean Number and Graphic Presentation of Severe Problems for 
Undergraduate Group I versus Undergraduate Group Ill 
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Figure 9. Mean, Number and Graphic Presentation of Severe Problems for 
Under'graduate Group II versus Undergraduate Group Ill 
of Hypothesis Four. 
The data suggest that the null hypothesis of no si gn.ificant 
difference between groups with regard to the eleven problem cate-
gories was rejected for sub-hypothesis "•" (Group I and Group II 
comparison), sub-hypothesis Hbtt (Group I and Group III comparison), 
and sub.Lhypothesis ttcn (Group II and Group UI comparison). This 
means that when ea'ch time group was compared with the other time 
groups, there was at least one of the eleven categories in each 
comparison which was answered significantly differently by one of I . . 
the groups. 
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In summary, it was dete:rmined that, in each time group comparison, 
one of the tW,? groups being compared indicated that they had signifi-
cantly more concern with a specific group of problems. Therefore, a 
particular time group of students can be characterized by certain 
kinds of problems that the other group doesn't .have to the same extent. 
Table XI presents a comparison of Undergraduate Groups I, II, 
and IU with regard to the number of non-severe problems checked by 
each group. 
(I) 
.JJ 
~ 
6 
& 
TABLE XI 
A COMPARISON OF GRADUATE GROUPS WITH UNDERGRADUATE GROUPS IN 
TERMS OF THE NUMBER or NON-S!VERE PROBLEMS CHECKED BY 
EACH TIME GROUP USING THE MANN-WHITNEY U TEST 
OF SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE 
' Undergraduate 
•· 
... Group I Gtoup II Group .III 
Cl-10 mo.) (11-21 mo.) (22 mo. plus) 
Group .. I 
(1-10 mo.) U • 0,816 
Group U 
(11-21 mo.) U • 1.127 
Group III 
C22 mo. plus) u • 1.774 
*"Significant at the .os level 
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In Table XI it will 'be;: observed that none of the groups, when 
tested for significant differences using the Mann-Whitney U Test, 
reached the .os level of significance. More specifically, when each 
graduate time group was compared with its corresponding undergraduate 
time group in terms of the number of non-s,vere problems checked, it 
was found that the graduate groups di.d not check significantly more 
problems than did the undergraduate groups~ 
The data in 'table XI relate directly to the testing of Hypothesis 
Five. In Hypotheses Five and Sb:, a comparison of the undergraduate 
students with the gradua~e students is. begun, and in this analysis 
the total numbers of problems cheQked per group in the eleven problem 
categories, as they relate to a c~parison of undergraduate and gradu-
ate students, are compared. 
Hypothesis Five states that there will be no significant dif-
ference found between undergraduate and graduate students in the 
number of problems checked in either the non-severe problem area or 
the severe problem area. The primary purpose of this hypothesis is 
to determine if graduate students studying in the United States for 
a certain length of time ~ve more problems than undergraduate students 
studying in the United States for a similar length of time. There-
, 
fore, each graduate student time group was compared to its under~ 
graduate student counterpart, with regard to the number of non-severe 
problems the group has and the numb~~ of severe problems the group has. 
. . . 
An analysis of the data indicate that the null hypothesis of no 
significant cUfferenc;e ln number of problems checked, when Group I is 
compared with Group I (sub .. hypothesis·oan), Group n· ls compared with 
Group II (sub-hypothesis "bH), and when Group III is compared with 
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Group III, failed to be rejected; therefore, it·was accepted. 
In summary, no difference was found to exist between the under-
graduate time groups and the gradUate time grou~s with regard to the 
number of severe or non-severe problems checked. Therefore, based upon 
data in Table XI, it was concluded tb.st undergraduate students do 
not have significantly more problems than do graduate students in any 
of ' the three time group comparisons. 
Table XU presents a comparison of Under~aduate Groups I, II, 
and III with Graduate Groups ,I, n, and III, withr,egard to the number 
of non .. severe problems checked by each group using the Mann-Whitney 
' 
U test to determine if the difference between groups was significant 
at the .os level. 
Cl) 
j,IJ 
«I 
,a 
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TABLE XII 
A COMPARISON OF GRADUATE GROUPS WITH UNDERGRADUATE GROUPS IN 
TERMS OF THE NUMBER OF SEVERE PROBLEMS CHECKED BY 
EACH TI~E GROUP USING THE MANN-WHITNEY U TEST 
or SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE 
Undergraduate 
Group I Group II Group IU 
(1-10 mo.) (11 .. 21 mo.) (22 mo. plus) 
Group .I 
(1 .. 10 mo.) I u. o.344 
Group II I 
(11 .. 21 mo.) 
' 
U'• 0.734 ' 
.Group I.II 
' (22 mo. plus) • u • 1.234 
* Significant at the .OS level 
Table XII shows that none of the group comparisons, ~~hen tested 
... 
for significant differences using the Mann-Whitney U Test, reached the 
.os level of significance. When each graduate time group was compared 
with its corresponding undergraduate time group, it was found that the 
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graduate groups did not check significantly more problems as being 
severe than did the undergraduate time groups. 
The data found in Table XII enabled the writer to further test 
Hypothesis Five in terms of severe problems checked by the graduate 
and undergraduate students. 
Once again, no significant differences were found to exist be-
tween the undergraduate students and.the graduate students with 
regard to t:he number of severe problems they checked. Therefore, the 
null hypothesis for sub-hypothesis "a" (Graduate Group I compared with 
Undergrad.uate Group I), sub.hypothesis "b" (Graduate Group II compared 
with Undergraduate Group II), and sub-hypothesis ttctt (Graduate Group 
III compared with Undergraduate Group Ill) failed to be rejected; 
therefore, it was·accepted, based upon the data found in Table XII. 
In summary, it was found that undergraduate students do not have 
significantly more severe problems than do graduate students. 
Table XIII presents a comparison of the way graduate time groups 
answered the eleven problem categories w1 th the way the undergraduate 
time groups answered the same eleven problem categories in terms of 
I 
non-severe problems checked using the Mann.Whitney U test to determine 
if the difference between groups was significant at the .05 level. 
table XIII shows that when graduate time groups were tested with 
the Mann-Whitney U test to determine if they were significantly dif-
ferent from undergraduate time groops in terms of the eleven problem 
categories, significant differences were found in the following cate-
gories: Academic Records, Living Dining, Religious Services, and 
Financial Aids. 
When Undergraduate Group I (1 .. 10 mo.) was compared with Graduate 
TABLE XXIX 
A CCMPARISON OF THE GRADUATE TIME GROUPS WITH THE UNDERGUDUATE 
TIME GROUPS IN TERMS OF THE ELEVEN-NON,,,SEVERE 
PROBLEM CATEGORIES USING THE MANNaWHlTNEY U 
AS THE TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE 
......... -~··--------·---- ·-··-·---~-~--
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-Grad Gp I .,. 
Tt·!II_~ gf_~s _ _ _.
:J:ad·:~--u I Grail~ 11r 
Prciblem Categerll.e$ -VS-w, I Viit1 
I 
U .. Girad_~ JI ! U..;Grad Gp I u I u 
-------4---· I 
Admission Sele@ti@ln (AS) 1.,21 I 0.,96 
Od.entat:i4Wn Serv., (OS) 0.,76 0.,14 
A©aciemi© Re@@rd (AR) 0.,44 
~o.09 
S@eiall P<er$1®Mll (SP) 0.,32 1.,04 
-
Li "ring Dinll.ng (LD) 2e41'** 1 .. 21 
I 
Health Servi@e (HS) 0.,3;-1 1.,55 
~ .......... ~ 
B.eligimis Service (RS) Oe8l ~o12* 
-
EngU.$h Ian~ge (EL) OolO 0.,95 
~
S,tudent Aetll. 'ri ty (SA) Oe10 0.,03 
:II-
------
Fimndal Aid (FA) 1.,05 0,.16 
Pla@ement Ser'ri.ece (PS) 0.20 0,..54 
* Signifi@ant att: the oOS level 
** S~gnU:i©ant at the .01 level 
I i V~o _ 
I u ... G!:'&Mll Gp nx= n 1-------u-
--r-- 006~ 
1.,4:ll 
3.,37~ 
Oo45l 
llo07 
Oe43 
-~ 
(!).is 
1!..,45 
11..,:36 
2.,19* 
1 .. @2 
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Group I (1-10 mo.), it was found that Undergraduate Group I differed 
significantly at the .01 level from Graduate Group I in the categQry 
of Living Dining. 
When Undergraduate Group II (11-21 mo.) was compared with Gradu-
ate Group II (11-21 mo.), it was found that Graduate Group II differed 
significantly at the .os level from Undergraduate Group II ln the cate-
gory of Religious Services. 
When Undergraduate Group III (22 mo. plus) was compared with 
Graduate Group III (22 mo. plu,s), l t was. found that Undergraduate 
Group III differed significantly, at the .01 level, from Graduate 
Group III in the category of Academic Records. 
The relationship between non-severe problems between Graduate 
Groups I, II, III, and Undergraduate Groups I, II, and UI, ls pre-
sented graphically in Figures 10, 11, and 12. 
In Figure 10 one can see that a significant difference, at the 
.01 level, exists between Graduate Group I (l-10 mo.) and Undergradu-
ate Group I (1.10 mo.) in the c~tegory of Living Dining. Graduate 
Group I checked an average of 1.50 problems per person, while Under-
graduate Group I checked an average of 2.82 problems per person. 
Figure 11 indicates that there is a significant difference be-
' 
tween Graduate Group II (11-21 mo.) and Undergraduate Group II 
(11-21 mo.) in t.he category of Religious Services. Graduate Group II 
checked an average of 1.is problems per person, and Undergraduate 
Group II checked an average of 0.38 problems per person. 
Figure 12 indicates that there are significant differences, at 
the .01 and .os levels, between Graduate Group III (22 mo. plus), 
and Undergraduate Group IU (22 mo. plus) in the categories of 
. Adll 
Sel 
Orlen 
Serv 
Acad 
.. aec. 
Sec 
ler. 
Ll:v** 
J)f.a .. ,. 
· Hlt:h 
Serv 
1,1 
Serv 
St:d 
Act 
Fln 
Ald 
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Serv. 
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Grad Gp I 2.21 
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Plaure. 10. Mean Number and Graphic Presentation of Non-Severe Prebleaa 
fer Graduate Greup I versus Undergraduate ar.up I 
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rt.pre 11, Mun Naber and Graphl c Jreaen.tatl•a of N•n-severe Pnb. 
laa f•r Graduate Gr•p n verna Undergraduate Gnup n 
IM 
(I) 0 
GI 
.... • (I) 
k :111 0 tr@ 
tlO ~ d ~ it • I· . .u...... !!A 8 
Am Girad Gp III 1.68 
. Sel u .. Gg,ad Gp III 1.92 
Ori en Q;>(ill,d Gp III 1.s1 
Serv tJ.,,Girad Gp III 2.46 
A cad* Grad Gp III 1.68* 
.. Rec u ... Git>ad Gp I U 3.24 
.. Soc Gll;'ad Gp III 1.s1 
.Per tf.,,. G,;>ad Gp II I 2.os 
.Liv Grad Gp III 1.62 
Dill U ... Qead Gp III 1.92 
Hlth. Girad Gp III 1.27 
Ser.v U-Grac:I Gp l II 1.14 
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- Serv . u .. GJ:ad Gp III o.1a 
&lg Grad Gp Ill· 1.41 
. Lang·. u ... Gg,ad Gp II I 2.43 
Std Grad Gp III 1.00 
Act U ... Gi"ad Gp Ill 1.68 
Fin* Grad Gp Ill 1.35* 
Aid tJ ... Gr<!.lld Gp III 2.46 
Plc Grad Gp III 1.30 
Serv tf ... Gt;ad Gp III 1.10 
.. ff Slgnifi©Wllt at the .os level 
-** Sign.ifi®@llil.t a~ the .01 level 
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Average Number •f Problems Checked 
o.o 
• 1.0 • 2.0 • 3.0 • 
IIIIIIIIIII/IIIII 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
IIIIIII/IIIIIIIIII 
III/II//II/II/III 
I/III//IIIIII/II/I 
II/IIIIIIIIIIIII 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
Ill/Ill/Ill/I 
xxxxxxxxxxx 
I/II/Ill 
xxxxxxxx. 
llllll/lllllll 
II I /I I I Ill 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
II II II II I/ II II 
II/I/Ill/Ill/ 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
... !'lpre 12. ){®a). Number and Graphic Presatatien of Nen-Severe Preblems 
f@r Graduate Gr.up III ver~s Undergraduate Group III 
Academic Records and Financial Aids. In the category of Academic 
Records, Graduate Group III checked an average of 1.68 problems per 
person, and Undergraduate Group III checked an average of 3.24 
problems per person. In the category of Financial Aids, Grad\,late 
Group III checked an average of 1.35 problems per person, and Under-
graduate Group III checked an average of 2.46 problems per person. 
Hypothesis Six states that: there ls no significant difference 
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found between graduate students and undergraduate Situdents, when each 
graduate time group is compared to its undergraduate counterpart with 
regard to the el'even problem categories. The purpose of this hypo-
thesis ~\fas to determine if any difference existed between graduate 
students who had been in the United States for a,certain length of 
time and undergraduate students who had been in the United States the 
same amount of time, in terms of groups of personal problems. The 
essential issue to 'be determined was whether graduate students could 
be characterized by certain u~ique groups of problems that are dif. 
ferent from those of undergraduate students. To test for these dif-
ferences, the graduat,e student!! who had been in the United States for 
from one to ten months were compared with undergraduates who had been 
here for from one to 'ten months, in terms <>f the eleven problem ca.te-
gories. The same process was repeated for Group II (11-21 mo,) and 
Group III (22 mo. plus); in addition, the data was analyzed separately 
in terms of non-severe and sever, problem categories. 
An examination of the data with respect to Hypothesis Six reveals 
. ' 
that the null hypothesis of no significant difference between groups 
was rejected for sub-hY.potheses "a" (Graduate Group I compared with 
Undergraduate Group I), "b" (Graduate Group U compared with Under-· 
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graduate Group U), and ttcn (Graduate Gr:oup III compared with Under-
graduate Group III). 
Therefore, it was concluded that when an undergraduate time group 
is compared with a graduate time group, one group can be character-
lzed as having certain groups of problems that are unique only to 
itself. Therefore, it: was concluded that graduate students have 
problems that are unique to them as a group, and undergraduate stud.ents 
have problems that are unique to them as a group. 
Table XIV presents a comparison of the way graduate time groups 
answered the eleven severe problem categories with the way the under-
gradua t:e time groups ans1fered the same eleven severe problem cate-
gor1es, ln terms of severe problems checked using the MatU\•\ntitney U 
test to determine if the difference bett11een groups was significant 
at the .os level. 
' Table XIV shows that: when graduate time groups were compared, using 
the Mann-Whitney U test to test for significant differences, with 
undergradwi.te time groups ln terms of the eleven problem categories, 
significant differences at the .os level were found in the following 
categories: Orientation Services, Academic Records, and Health 
Services. Thls table presents the eleven problem categories in terms 
of number of problems checked as severe problems. 
When Undergraduate Group I (1.10 mo.) was compared with Graduate 
Group I (1-10 mo,), it 1es found that neither group checked more 
problems a, severe problems than the other group for any of the eleven 
problem categories. 
When Graduate Group II (11~21 mo.) was compared to Undergraduate 
' 
Group II (11-21 mo.), it was found that Graduate Group Il differed 
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TABLE XIV 
A COMPARISON OF THE GRADUATg TXME GROUPS WITH THE UNDERGRADUATE 
TIME GROUPS IN TERMS OF THE ELEVEN SEVERE Plt,OBLEM CA'fEOOR:U:s 
USING THE MANNmWHITNEY U AS THE TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE 
.,.,. _.... -
Graci Gp I Grad Gp n Grad Gp IU 
Problem categories vs.,· w. VSe 
u. r.woad an I U..,t':'il"&d ~ U u .. Gr.md r.i... urn 
ll _ IL.... ___ ~._. __ JL. __ 
Admission Selection (AS) I 0.63 o.so Oel6 
Orientation Serv. (OS) 1.,46 1.74 Jl.e \98* 
I 
Aeademil c R.ecoird. (AR) 0.41 o.34 2.12• 
-----~-... .-a 
Social Personal (SP) o.49 o.97 o.65 
----~-.. ---···--·---··········"·--·-1----·----·--· 
o .. ~-~~~~-.-Lilving Din!ng (LD) 1.,07 I 
' 
--,-----·---·· .. -+· 
! 
Heall.th Ser'rice (HS) 0.22 1.96* I o.ss 
i 
---· ----~ ~------------I 
Religious Service (RS). 1..,84 1e82 l 0.,22 
+-----------· r. . English language (EL) I 0..,99 o..,:n.9 I o.6s 
---~·---· 
o.34 
---------·-----~·~-:-:..-------------1---------;--------
Placement Service (PS) 
* Signitl©allt at the .05 level 
** Stgnifieant at the .. 01 level 
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significantly at the .os level from Undergraduate Group II in the 
category of Health Services. 
When Undergraduate Group III (22 mo. plus) was compared to 
Graduate Group III (22 mo. plus), it ,~s found that Graduate Group 
III differed significantly, at the .os level, from Undergraduate Group 
III in the category of Orientation Services. 
The relatio~ship between severe problems between Graduate Groups 
II and III and Undergraduate Groups II and III is presented graphi-
cally in Figures 13 and 14! 
In Figure 13, the data reveal that there is a significant dif-
1 
ference at the .OS level between Graduate Group· II (11-21 mo.) and 
Undergraduate Group II (11-21 mo.) in .the category of Health Services. 
Graduate Group II checked an average of 0.41 severe problems per per-
son, and Undergraduate Group II checked an average of 0.10 severe 
problems per person. 
In Figure 14, the data indicate that there are significant dif-
ferences at the .os level between Graduate Group III (22 mo. plus) 
I • 
and Undergraduate Group III (22 mo. plus) in the categories of Orien-
tation Services and Academic Records. Graduate Group III checked an 
average.of 0.46 severe problems per person, and Undergraduate Group III 
checked an average of 0.92 severe problems per person in the category 
of Orientation Services. One also will note in Figure 14 that Gradu-
ate Group III checked an average of 0.59 severe problems per person, 
l 
and Undergraduate Group III checked an average of 1.24 severe problems 
per person in the category of Academic Records. 
The following paragraphs are a continuation of the explanation 
of .the data concerning Hypothesis Slx, but severe problem categories 
ll.Ol!. 
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I 
are emphasized hereafter •• The data in Table XIV relate directly to 
the further testing of Hypothesis Six. 
It was found that the null hypothesis of no significant differ-
' 
ence in terms of severe problem categories failed to be rejected; 
therefore, it was accepted :or sub-hypothesis ua:u, ,which is a compari-
son of the way Graduate Group l answered the eleven problem categories 
with the way Undergraduate Group I answered the same categories. 
I 
Significant differences were found in the way Graduate Groups II 
and III answered the eleven problem categories, as compared to the way 
Undergraduate Groups lI and XU answered the same categories. There-
fore, the null. hypothesis of no significant di fferertce between· the 
comparison of Graduate Group U with Undergraduate Group U (sub .. 
hypothesis "b"), and the comparison of Graduate Gr,oup III and Under ... 
graduate Group III was rejected, based upon the data found in Table XIV. 
Thus, it can be seen that, in terms of severe problem categories, 
when Groups II and Ill graduate students are compared with Groups 
U and IU undergraduate students, these groups can be characterized 
by certain groups of problems that' are··unique to one group, but not 
to the other. Therefore, it was concluded that undergraduate students 
may have groups of severe problems that are unique to them, and gradu-
ate students may have groups of severe problems that are unique to 
them. 
In summary, it was found that qt,aduate Groups U and .III and 
Undergraduate G~ups II and III have. certain 1problem categories that 
can be said to characterize these groups. 
The last: piece of data to be presented concerns the possible 
correlation between the number of non-severe problems checked by each 
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person with the number of severe problems checked by each person. 
The Spearman-Rank Correlation Coefficient was applied to the 
nµmerical data, and it was found that the non-severe problems checked 
correlated .57 with the severe problems checked. This relationship 
was found to be significant at the .01 level using Old's (1938) 
Table of critical Values of r•s (Siegal, 1956). It was further 
determined that when the correlation of .57 l•s squared, this amount 
of correlation accounted for one-third of the variance found in the 
comparison. 
Hypothesis Seven ~tates that there is no significant correlation 
between the total number of nc.m-severe problems ch~cked and the total 
number of severe problems checked. The primary purpose of this 
hypothesis ls to determine whether a person who has a high number of 
problems checked also sees a high number of his problems as being 
severe problems, as compared to a person who has a low number of 
problems checked. The essential issue to be determined was this: 
As the number of problems a person checks goes up, does the number of 
severe problems he has also go up? The preceding findings relate to a 
combination of total problems checked by both graduate and under-
graduate students. 
, 
Discussion of Results and· 
Problem Qategory Patt~rns 
The essential point to determine in Hypotheses One and Two was as 
follows: Do foreign students• personal problems significantly in-
crease or fluctuate over a length of time spent in the United States? 
An analysis of the data reveal that foreign students• personal problems 
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do not significantly increase the longer they stay in the United States. 
Further, it was determined that one time period in this study cannot 
be characterized by si'gnificantly more personal problems than any 
other time period in this study. The three time periods analyzed 
were one to ten months, eleven to twenty.one months, and twenty-two 
months or more. 
The essential feature of Hypothesis Three was to determine if any 
one of the three time periods mentioned above could be characterized 
by certain kinds of problems that tended to be unique to that time 
period. It was concluded that often specific time periods could be 
characterized by certain kinds of pro'blems. For example, Graduate 
Group I ( 1-10 mo·.) is characterized by a concern with the Engll sh 
language, and Graduate Group U (11-21 mo.) ls concerned with Religious 
Services and the English Language. 
Under Hypothesis Three, an analysis of the data suggest the 
development of several problem category patterns in terms of the 
graduate students. 
It was found that Graduate Group III (22 mo. plus) is less con-
, 
cerned about English language prob~ems than Graduate Group I (1-10 mo.) 
or Graduate Group II (11-21 mo.). 
Problems relating to Religious Services were found to bother 
Graduate Group II (11-21 mo.) more than Graduate Group I (1-10 mo.) 
or Graduate Group III (22 mo. plus). 
Hypothesis Four is quite similar to Hypothesis Three, except 
Hypothesis Four sought to determine whether undergraduate time groups 
could be characterized by certain problems that significantly differ 
from other time groups. The findings suggest that one group can be 
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characterized as having problems different from the other two groups. 
To be more specific, it was found that Undergraduate Group I (1-10 
mo.) is more concerned with problems concerning placement and health, 
Group II (11-21 mo.) is more concerned with religion, and Undergradu-
ate Group UI (22 mo. plus) ls more concerned with orientation and 
religion. 
i 
In terms of Hypothesis Four, a pattern developed with regard to 
the category of Orientation Services. The undergraduate students that 
have been here the longest, Group III (.22 mo. plus), have significantly 
more problems with the category of Orientation Services than do 
Undergraduate Group I (1-10 mo.) and Group II (11-21 mo.). 
Although not a prpblem categor~ pattern, an analysts of the data 
for Hypothesis Four, undergraduates, indicates that Group II (11-21 
mo.) has consistently fewer problems than Groups I (1-10 mo.) and III 
(22 mo, plus). 
The central issue to be determined in Hypothesis Fl ve lfflS whether 
undergraduate students who have been here a certain length of time 
have significantly more problems than the graduate students who have 
been ln the United States for the same length of time. It was con. 
eluded that length of time does not differentially affect the under-
graduate student more than the graduate student with regard to numbers 
' 
of problems checked. Therefore, undergraduates apparently do not have 
more personal problams than do the graduate students. 
Hypothesis Six sought to determine if graduate students could 
be distinguished from undergraduate students with regard to the kinds 
of personal problems that they indicated. 
It was determined that often graduate student time groups do 
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have problems that are conunon to them that are uniquely different from 
the corresponding undergraduate time groups. More specifically, 
it was deter.mined that Undergraduate Group I (1-10 mo.) is more con-
cerned with English Language problems, and Undergraduate Group III 
(22 mo. plus) ls more concerned with problems about Academic Records, 
Finances and Orientation. Concerning the graduate students, it was 
determined that they are more concerned with problems about religion 
and health. 
One pattern developed with regard to academic records. It was 
found that the undergraduate students who had been here the longest, 
Group III (22 mo. plus), 'expressed greater concern with problems 
related to academl c records than di.d the graduate students here for 
the same length of time. 
The niain emphasis of Hypothesis Seven was to determine if a 
significant relationship exists between the numbers of non.severe 
problems checked and the number of severe problems checked. The data 
indicate that a significant relationship exists at:the alpha• .01 
level. Therefore, it was concluded that the more problems a foreign 
I 
student feels he has, the more problems he will consider as severe 
problems. 
This concludes the analysis of the data and the discussion of the 
Hypotheses. The next chapter sununarizes the study and presents 
implications for further study. 
CHAPTER. V 
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
SUmmary 
Basically, thl• ls a study of foreign students at Oklahoma Sta~e 
Unlverslty and the klnds of problems they encounter. More specifi-
cally, thls study deals with problems encountered ln three distinct 
periods of time that characterize the foreign students• sojourn in the 
United States. Based upon current research, these time periods of 
ten months:fQr the first two groups and'ten months plus for the last 
' group were chosen as representative of t~e phases that foreign students 
go through with regard to attitude toward the United States and personal 
problems, A basic thrust of this study ls to examine each time period· 
wlth the intention of identifyin~ characteristics of one period that 
are uniquely different from the other two time periods, More specifl. 
caUy this study sought to determine if the foreign students ln any 
one of the three time periods had significantly more personal problems 
than students in the other time periods. Also, the study sought to 
( 
determine lf problems in one time period revealed certain groupings 
of problems in that period that were unique and significantly different 
from grouping.a of problems in the other two time periods. In order 
to do this more efficiently, the students were further classified 
into graduate groups and undergraduate groups. 
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The literature pertinent to this study was reviewed under the 
following topics: 
1. Literature related to personal problems of foreign students. 
·,· ( 
2. Literature ~elative to the background of foreign students 
studying in the United States. 
3. Literature related to the di.fferential effects of time on 
foreign student ~ehavior and attitude. 
The population for this study was selected from foreign students 
studying at Oklahoma State University whc> met certain conditional 
criteria. The following control criteria were established: (1) only 
males were used; (2) only unmarried students were used; (3) only 
students who had limited or no previous contact with the United States 
were accepted. The population consisted of 270 students that met all 
these conditions. The population was groµped into three time periods 
according to the length of stay in the United States. 
A representative sample was chosen at random, but because of very 
poor response and other problems (see Chapter III), it was decided 
to regroup and use the entire p0pulation. Most of the students were 
• c 
seen in person, but about twenty.two percent of the volunteers returned 
their information by mail. Seventy.four per cent of the population 
participated in this study. In order to check for population dif· 
ferences, the information received by mall was compared to the infor-
mation received by personal contact.by using the Mann-Whitney U test 
to determine if the information received by mail was significantly 
different at the .o·s 1,ve1 from the information received by personal 
contact. It was found that no significant differences existed between 
the two groups, Also, after all the population had b~en given ample 
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opportunity to respond, the writer persuaded ten more students to 
volunteer for the study. This group of non-volunteers was compared, 
by use of the Mann-Whitney U test to test for significant differences, 
to the volunteers and, again, no significant differences were found 
to exist between the groups with regard to responses to the instrument. 
The instrument used in determining the number and kinds of 
problems the foreign students have is the Michigan International 
Student Problem Inventory, by John Porter. This is an inventory con-
sisting of 132 problems common to foreign students. This instrument 
is also divided into eleven problem categories that consist of problems 
usually related to certain college student personnel functions. 
Nonparametric statistics were used to analyze these data, because 
the sample was not considered to represent the normal population. 
These statistics are the Mann-Whitney u, Krusl<al-Wallis One Way 
Analysis of Variance, the · Spearman .. Ranl< . Correlation Coefficient, and 
means. 
This study has several limitations. It utilized only single, 
male students; therefore, it cannot be easily generalized to female 
students. The population was limited to Oklahoma State University 
foreign students; therefore, one carmot safely generalize the results 
of this study to all other colleges and universities. Finally, the 
instrument used is a new one and its reliability and validity have 
not been fully established by research from other investigators. 
HYPotheses I and II are very similar in content. The real dif .. 
ference lies in the fac·t that HYPothesis I deals with problems of a 
non-severe nature and Hypothesis II deals wi,~h problems of a severe 
nature. 
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The essential point to deter.mine in Hypotheses I and II "tms: Do 
foreign students• personal problems significantly increase or fluctuate 
over a length of time in the United States? Grac;tuate and undergradu-
ate students were divided into three time periods and studied in terms 
of the number of problems each time period of graduate and under-
graduate students checked as troubling them. The three time periods 
were: one to ten months in the United States, eleven to twenty-one 
months in the United States, and twenty.t·wo months plus in the United 
States. 
An analysis of the data indicated that neither the graduate or 
undergraduate stude,.i.ts showed a significa:nt increase of problems over 
the length of time spent in the United States. It was further deter-
mined that the time groups did not significantly fluctuate over the 
length of time spent in the United States. That is, graduate or 
undergraduate time group one (1-10 mo.) did not have significantly 
. . 
more or less severe or non-severe problems than time groups two (11-
21 mo.) or three (22 mo.), and ~ime group two did not have signifi .. 
cantly more or les$ severe o:r:; non-severe problems than time grQUps 
one or three, and time group ttlr~e did not have significantly more 
severe or non-severe problems than did.time groups one or two. 
The essential issue relative. to Hypothesis III was to dete:r;mine 
whether there are differences within the graduate student groups with 
regard to specific problem areas, and to determine if there is a 
change in the number of problems experienced over a period of time. 
The writer tested each time peri,d group, using the :Mann-Whitney U 
test, to determine if each time period group answered the eleven 
problem categories significantly different from the other time group 
periods. The main problem to be determined was whether one group 
I 
could be characterlze'd by certain kinds of problems that are unique 
and slgniflcantly different from any other time group. 
U2 
The analysis of data reveals that each of t:he graduate tlme 
groups have certain groups of problems that are unique to th!\t group. 
lb was concluded that the graduate time groups can be o:haracterlzed 
' 
by problem areas that are unique to one group, but not necessarily 
found to be important to the other t'lme groups. Thls held true for 
non-severe problem categories and severe problem categories • 
. , 
More specifically,. it was found that Group U (11-21 mo.) ls 
concerned with religious services; Group I (1-10 mo.) 1, more concerned 
with the En.gllsh language in terms of non.severe problem categories; 
and with regard to severe problem categories,. Group ll (11-21 mo.) ls 
more concerned with religious services. 
Hypothesis IV was very similar to Hypothesis III, with the maln 
difference being th.at J{Ypotheais IV dealt only with undergraduate time 
groups. This hypothesis stated that there will be no slgnlflcant 
dlff'erences between the three undergraduate time groupings when the 
eleven problem category groupings of Groups I,. II,. and III are compared 
with one another. 
The analysis of the data reveals that Groups II and III are 
characterized by speolflo groups of problems that are unique to these 
groups. These problems are in terms of non-severe problems. 
When the data was analyzed wlth regard to severe problE1111 cate-
gories, lt was found that Groups I and III have groups of problems 
unlque to these groups. 
Wlth regard to non-severe problem categories,. it was determined 
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that Group I··('l-ll!>Tmo~) .. Ua con¢:emett wlt:h piacetnent ·:servl·cets,.·and:·,· 
.. . 
" Group III (i2 mo. plus) ls concerned wlth orientation services. In 
terms of severe problem categories• lt was determ.lned that Group I 
(1-10 mo.) ls concerned wlth health services, and Group III (22 mo. 
plus) ls concerned wlth o~lentatlon services and religious services. 
To summarize Hypothesis IV, lt was concluded that undergraduate 
student time groups may be c~racterized by problems unique to each 
time group. 
Hypothesis V stated that there will be no significant differences 
found between undergraduate and Jraduate students ln the number of 
problems checked ln either the non-severe problem ar-- or the severe 
problem area. The primary purpose of this hypothesis was to determine 
If graduate students s~dylng ln the United States for a certain length 
of time have more problems than undergraduate students studying ln 
the United States for a slmUar length of time. 
The analysis of the data reveals that the undergraduate stud•.nts 
do not have slsnlflcantly ~ore problems than the graduate students 
ln any of the three tlme group comparisons. This holds for both severe 
and non.severe klnds of problems. 
The essential issue to be determined in Hypothesis VI was whether 
graduate students can be dlstlngulshed from undergraduate students 
wlth regard to the kinds of personal problems that they indicated. 
Hypothesis VI stated that there wlll be no slgnlflcant differences 
found between graduate students and undergraduate students, when each 
graduate tt.m, group la compared to lta undergraduate counterpart wt t;h 
regard to the eleven problem categories. 
An analysis of the data ln terms of non-severe problem categories 
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reveals that Undergraduate Group I has a certain group of problems 
that are unique to it; Graduate Group II has problems unique to it; 
and Undergraduate Group III has groups of problems unique to it. So 
it; was concluded that often graduate students and undergraduate 
students can be characterized as having groups of problems that are 
unique to one group but not to the other. Each time group has unique 
problems associated to one college classification level or the other. 
In tertns:of severe problem categories, it was determined that 
Graduate Group II has problems unique to it, but not to the Under-
graduates, and Undergraduate Group III has certain kinds of problems 
unique to them but not to the graduate s.tudents. That ls, Graduate 
Group II (11-21 mo.) ls more,concerned with health services, and 
' Undergraduate Group III (22 mo. plus) ls more concerned with orien-
tatlon services and academic records. 
Therefore, it was concluded that often graduate students and 
undergraduate students can be characterized as having problems 
unique to one college classification and time group but not to the 
other one in that time group. 
The essential issue to be d~termined in Hypothesis VII was 
whether the number of severe problems rises as the number of problems 
checked rises. 
An analysis of the data reveals that: .there·isa moderate corre-
lat1on of .s7 between: the number of non-severe problems and severe 
problems. this correlation ls signlflcant a.t the .os level. 
lmpUcat;lons for Further Study 
It appears that this study does not lend support to the lJ curve 
theory or to the studies done by Sewell and Davidsen (1961), Morris 
(1960), Porter (1965), Willcening (1965), and Hadwen (1964), which 
relate to an increase of problems over time. 
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To be consistent with the U curve theory, significant differ-
ences should appear between groups with regard to number of problems. 
This study does not support the U curve assumption. In fact, one 
notes from examining the means of Groups I, II, and III for under-
graduate students that usually there ls an opposite, inverted U-CUrve 
effect. 
A study that rigidly controls the variables affecting time in 
the United States would be useful to shed further light on the 
U-Curve concept. The variables that would be useful to control are 
the following: (1) English language as a first language versus 
English as a second language; (2) dropouts and early returnees; 
(3) attitude of foreign students before arrival; (4) intellectual 
ability; (S) nationality; (6) pretest of personal problems upon 
arrival and post-test at certain time perio~s. 
This study does indicate that certain groups have problems that 
are unique to that gro~p and not to others. One also finds that some 
problem patterns emerge with regard to problem categories in various 
time groups. It would be useful if a similar study could be done t:o 
determh"Le whether these problems and patterns of problems will con-
sistently remain characteristic to certain time groups. 
This study reveals several µnusual results that bear more in-
vestigation before conclusions can be reached as to why they occurred. 
One will note that Orientation Services are of more concern to gradu-
ate and undergraduate students who have been here twenty.two months or 
more. One might question why the fullt'oups that have been here the 
longest have more problems concernh1.g orientation than the new 
arrivals have. 
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It would also be useful to l<now why Academic Records should con-
cern the group of longest tenure in the United States (graduate and 
undergraduate students in the twenty.two month plus period). It is 
they who have had the most experience with the United States educa-
tlo1utl system, yet they ittd:l.cate the most concern with Academic 
Records. 
Also, one may 1~onder why the category Religious Services greatly 
troubles Graduate Group II. They indicate that they have more non. 
severe and severe problems with t:his category; so, one may lvOnder why 
thl s category :I. s importa11.t to one group and inconsequential to the 
others,., 
To obtain as much accurate information as possible about the 
relationship of tlme in the United States to problems of foreign 
students; a longitudinal study ls needed. A group of foreign students 
should be followed for a pe:t":lod of at least threG years. Repeated 
measures should be plotted for individuals and nat:l.o:na1lty groupings 
which may reveal trends obscured by thia grouping procedure madil.l 
necessary by the cross-sectional approach of the present study. 
The present study SUtiUlE!!sts that it h probable that forElli~ 
students have personal problerr1s that are cha.racter:1.stic of tht:air 
speclflc tim{'i phase ln th~lt sojourn In the United States. Hot~ver~ 
th~ related literature indicates that: Utt:le recognition of t:hh 
probability ls used ln the actual pract:icl!:l of dea.Ung ,11th foreign 
students and ln the plannln1 of fotGign stud~nt programs to meet the 
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needs of foreign students. It may be useful to plan an action research 
program to test the usefulness of utilizing this ~ind of information 
in the planning of foreign student programs and in the practice of 
counseling with foreign studen~s. 
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MICHIGAN IMTERNATIOML STUDENT PllOBLEM. INVENTORY 
Step One Read the li·st of statements below carefully, if a statement suggests a situation which 
is troubling you, circle the number to the left of it, as follows @ Writi~g or typing 
term (semester) papers. 
1. Evaluation of my former school credentials 34. Getting admitted to U.S. college 
2. Concern about value of a U.S. education 35. Registration for classes each term 
3. ~~oosing college subjects 36. Not attending college of my first choice 
4. Treatment received at orientation meetings 37. Relationship with foreign student advisor 
S. Unfavorable rem!]rks about home country 38. Leisure time activities of U.S. students 
6. Concept of being a "foreign" student 39, Law enforcement practices in the U.S. 
7. Frequer;it college examinations 40. Competitive college grading system 
8. Compulsory class attendance 41. Objectjve examinations {true-false, etc.) 
9. Writing or typing term {samester) papers 42. Insufficient advice from academic advisor 
10. Concern about becoming too 11westernized" 43. Being lonely 
11. Insufficient personal-social counseling 44. Feeling inferior to others 
12. Being in love with someone 45. Trying to make friends 
13. Taste ~f food in United States 46. Costs of buying food 
14. Problems regarding housin.g 47. Insufficient clothing 
15. Being told where one must live 48. Not being able to room with U.S. student 
16. Poor eye sight 49. Hard to hear 
17. Recurrent headaches SO. Nervousness 
18. My physical height and physique 51. Finding adequate health services 
19. Ri!!!ligious practices in United States 52. Finding worship group of own faith 
20. Attending church socials 53. Christianity as a philosophy 
21. Concern about my religious beliefs 54. Variety of religious faiths in U.S. 
22. Speaking English SS. Reciting in class 
23 .. Givi.Pg .oral reports in class 56. Understanding lectures in English 
24. Ability to write English 57. Reading textbooks written in English 
25. Regulations on student activities 58. Dating practices of U.S. people 
26. Treatment received at social functions 59. Being accepted in social groups 
'II. Relationship of men and women in U.S. 60. Not being able to find "dates" 
_lft.. Lack of money to meet expenses 61. Saving enough money for social events 
29. Not receiving enough money from home 62. Immigration work restrictions 
30. Having to do manual labor (work with hands) 63. Limited amount U.S. dollar will purchase 
31. Finding a job upon returning home 64. ~coming a citizen of the United States 
32. No~ enough time in U.S. for study 65. Changes in home govern~ent 
33. Trying to extend stay in United States 66, Desire to not return to home country 
Do not write In 
spaces below 
~l®l 
TOTALS 
67. Understanding college catolqgs 100. Differences in purposes among U.S. colle9es 
68. Immigration regulations 101. Difference in U.S. and ~ome education systems 
69. Lack of knowledge about U.S. 102. Not being met on arrival at campus 
70. Campus size 103. College orientation program insufficient 
71. U.S. emphasis on time and ·promptness 104. Trying to be student, tourist and "ambassador" 
72. Understanding how to use the library 105; Attitude of some students toward "foreign" students 
73. Too many interferences with studies 106. Doing laboratory assignments 
74, Feel unprepared for U.S. college work 107. Insufficient personai help from professors 
75. Concerned about grades 108. Relationship between U.S. students and faculty 
76. Sexual customs in United States 109. U.S. emphasis on personal habits of cleanliness 
77. Homesickness 110. Not feeling at ease in public 
78. Feeling superior to others 111. Attitude of some U.S. people to skin color 
79. Bathroom facUities cause problems 112. Finding a place to live between college terms 
80. Distances to classes from residence 113. Changes in weather conditions 
81. Relationship with roommate 114. Lack of invitations to visit in U.S. homes 
82. Dietary problems 115, Feeling under tension 
83. Need more time to rest 116. Service received at health center 
84. Wor:ried about mental health 117. Health suffering due to academic pace 
85. Having time to devote to own religion 118. Criticisms of home land religion 
86. Spiritual versus materialistic values 119. Accepting differences in great religions 
87. Doubting the value of any religion 120. Confusion about religion and morals in U.S. 
88. Understanding U.S. "slang" 121. Insufficient remedial English services 
89. My limited English vocabulary 122~ Having a non-English speaking roommate 
90. My pronunciation not understood 123. Holding a conversation with U.S. friends 
91. Activities of International Houses 124. Activities of foreign student organizCltions 
92. U.S. emphasis on sports 125. Lack of opportunities to meet more U.S. people 
93. Problems when shopping in U.S. 126, Concern about political discussions 
94. Finding part-time work 127. Costs of an automobile 
95. Unexpected financial needs 128. Finding employment between college terms 
96. Money for clothing 129. Finding jobs that pay well 
97. Uncertainities in the world today 130. Insufficient help from placement office 
98. Desire enrolling at another college 131. Staying in U.S. and getting a job 
99. U.S. education not what was expected 132. Wonder if U.S. education useful for job at home 
Step Two Now go back over the numbers you have circled, and place an X in the circle of 
statements which are of most concern to you, as follows @ Writing or typing term 
(semester) papers, 
Continue an Page 4 after Step Two 
.... 
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